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LIST OF SYMBOLS, ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS 
As used within the body of this study, the following 
terms are defined as: 
ASEE American Society for Engineering 
Education. 
ABET Accreditation Board for Engineering 
and Technology. 
BET bachelor of engineering technology. 
ECPD Engineering Council for Professional 
Development, predecessor of ABET. 
ECT electronics and computer technology. 
Engineering a four year ABET accredited course of 
study leading to a baccalaureate 
degree in electrical eng1neer1ng. 
Engineer a graduate from an engineering 
curriculum. 
Engineering 
Technology 
Engineering 
Technologist 
Technologist 
a four year ABET accredited course of 
study leading to a oaccalaureate 
degree in electrical engineering 
technology. 
a graduate from an engineering 
technology curriculum. 
Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers, a professional 
organization. 
engineering technologist. 
The United states of America 
World War II. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There have been dramat1c and bas1c shlfts 1n the 
or1entat1on of eng1neer1ng curr1cula s1nce World War II. 
Eng1neer1ng curr1cula have changed from programs that 
emphasize the appl1cat1on of eng1neer1ng methods and 
techn1ques, to programs that are organ1zed around the 
theoret1cal and mathemat1cal foundations of eng1neer1ng. As 
the core of the programs became more sc1ent1f1c, a segment 
of the educational community reacted by establ1sh1ng a 
second baccalaureate degree 1n the eng1neering spectrum. 
Th1s alternat1ve approach was founded on the well 
established convent1on that eng1neering educat1on should be 
an appl1cat1ons program. These alternative programs 
eventually became the current curricula 1n eng1neer1ng 
technology. 
The technolog1cal demands of WWII generated explos1ve 
growth 1n scient1f1c advances that were mostly dr1ven by the 
phys1c1st, and not the eng1neer. The phys1cists possessed 
the advanced train1ng 1n mathematics and scientific 
fundamentals that enabled them to take the 1n1t1at1ve 1n 
creat1ng new devices (Grayson, 1977). That fact led the 
Comm1ttee on Engineer1ng Educat1on After the War (Hammond et 
al., 1944) to acknowledge that the war demonstrated a need 
1 
for change 1n eng1neer1ng educat1on. A clearly ev1dent 
trend was the 1ncreased need for eng1neers prepared to 
pract1ce at a h1gher sc1entif1c and more creat1ve level 
(Hammond et al., 1944, p. 592). In fact, the President of 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology asserted " ... the 
professional sc1ent1st ••. 1s a better bet than the 
profess1onal engineer 1n an attempt to solve a dist1nctly 
new problem ••• " (Compton, 1943, p. 42). 
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The war crystallized the awareness that the eng1neer 
often lacked the essent1al sc1ent1f1c and mathemat1cal 
background possessed by his colleagues schooled 1n the basic 
sciences. Th1s realizat1on emerged both w1th1n and w1thout 
the educational commun1ty (Grayson, 1977). Prior to WWII, 
eng1neer1ng curr1culum stressed descr1pt1on, method and 
appl1cat1on. The Committee on Evaluat1on of Eng1neering 
Educat1on (Gr1nter et al., 1953) 1nd1cated that the 
curr1culum as 1t ex1sted from 1910 to 1940 was indeed 
1nadequate to produce self directed eng1neers capable of 
extending engineering knowledge. In the words of Compton 
(1943, p. 43) "··· our engineer1ng educat1on has not been as 
progressive in developing the research s1de as it has 1n 
develop1ng the s1de of pract1cal appl1cat1on of the more 
convent1onal arts •.• " 
The war induced the changes in the curr1culum that 
cont1nued through the late 1960's. Those changes have 
dramat1cally altered the d1rection of engineer1ng educat1on. 
Sc1ent1f1c fundamentals coupled with extensive mathematical 
preparat1on have emerged as the dominate curr1culum of 
modern eng1neer1ng. To accommodate th1s change, the broad 
base of underly1ng theory was continually compressed to f1t 
the ex1st1ng four year undergraduate framework. To make 
room for the 1ncreased depth that a theoret1cal foundat1on 
requ1red, it became necessary to concurrently narrow the 
focus of the undergraduate curr1culum. This narrow1ng 
shunted the applicat1on aspect of engineering programs. 
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According to Kenyon (1985), between 1950 and 1970 the 
f1nal evolution 1n eng1neering curriculum occurred, w1th 1ts 
1ncreased emphas1s on theory, research and graduate study. 
Th1s core solid1f1cation precipitated the eventual 
d1vergence of the engineering spectrum into two streams: the 
sc1ence of engineering and the appl1cat1on of eng1neer1ng. 
Ultimately, the curr1culum that accented an application 
or1entation evolved 1nto the four-year engineer1ng 
technology program. Educators presumed that 1ndustry had a 
need for such graduates (Kenyon, 1985). By 1965, 73 
inst1tutions were identif1ed as offering programs in 
eng1neer1ng technology (Gr1nter & Defore, 1972). In 1967, 
Br1gham Young Univers1ty had the f1rst program to be 
accred1ted by the Eng1neer1ng Counc1l for Professional 
Development (ECPD) (Mehrhoff, 1975). 
The emergence of spec1f1c curr1culum recogn1zable as 
eng1neer1ng technology was an evolutionary process. 
Contr1but1ons to that evolut1onary process were made by: (a) 
the vert1cal extens1on of two year associate degree 
4 
programs, (b) the convers1on of certa1n 1ndustrial arts 
programs, and (c) the expans1on of ex1st1ng baccalaureate 
level technology programs 1nto new curr1culum areas (Gr1nter 
& Defore, 1972). 
The educat1onal commun1ty acknowledged the d1fference 
between the pract1ce of eng1neer1ng and the science of 
eng1neering by establ1sh1ng and mainta1ning the two d1st1nct 
programs at the baccalaureate level. In fact, the 
Prel1m1nary Report of the Comm1ttee on Evaluat1on of 
Engineer1ng Educat1on (Grinter et al., 1953) suggested such 
a dual stem approach. It 1s not as clear that industr1al 
supervisors make the same d1stinctions (Moore, 1975). It 1s 
poss1ble that those responsible for assign1ng eng1neer1ng 
tasks make l1ttle or no dist1nction between technology and 
engineering orientat1ons (Blackwell, Cahn, Dwon, Ernst, 
Porter & McCollum, 1980). If such a lack of differentiat1on 
ex1sts 1n the industrial commun1ty, 1t may be that graduates 
of eng1neering technology programs are be1ng placed 1nto 
posit1ons for wh1ch the1r appl1cat1on or1ented educat1on has 
not prepared them. 
Problem 
Educators make a clear d1st1nct1on between an 
appl1cations and a theoret1cal or1ented educat1on as 
w1tnessed by the differing curr1culum content of eng1neer1ng 
technology and eng1neer1ng (Forman, 1979). It 1s not clear 
that 1ndustry recognizes the d1stinct1on, or that mer1t 1s 
5 
ass1gned to the differentiat1on 1f recogn1zed. It 1s 
1mportant to ascerta1n the d1fferent1at1on appl1ed to 
technologists by 1ndustry 1n order to 1nsure that educators 
adequately understand the nature of the env1ronment that 
students w1ll encounter 1n the f1eld. 
Purpose 
The purpose of th1s research 1s twofold: 
' 1. to determ1ne 1f 1ndustr1al superv1sors 
d1fferentiate between eng1neering technolog1sts 
and eng1neers, and 
2. to determ1ne how such d1fferent1ation, 1f 1t 
exists, is man1fested. 
ObJectives 
The obJectlves of this research will be: 
1. to 1dent1fy any different1at1on made by 1ndustr1al 
superv1sors between engineer1ng technolog1sts and 
engineers through a survey of the JOb types 
ass1gned each, and 
2. to determ1ne, through a survey, the assessments by 
supervisors of the capab1l1t1es of technolog1sts 
to be used 1n var1ous JOb funct1ons, and 
3. to determine, through a survey, the assessments by 
superv1sors of the cognit1ve competenc1es of 
technolog1sts compared to engineers. 
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Quest1ons 
To accompl1sh the purpose and obJectlves of th1s 
1nvest1gation, the follow1ng three quest1ons Wlll be 
addressed: 
1. does differentiat1on ex1st between technolog1sts 
' 
and eng1neers as reflected by current 1ndustr1al 
util1zat1on patterns? 
2. does dlfferentiation exist as reflected by the 
superv1sor's assessment of the technologist's 
capability for various tasks, or JOb assignments? 
and 
3. does d1fferent1ation ex1st as reflected by the 
supervisor's assessment of the technolog1st's 
cognit1ve competenc1es relat1ve to the eng1neer? 
Scope 
The scope of the research Wlll be restr1cted to persons 
from only one engineering branch; electr1cal eng1neer1ng and 
electrical engineer1ng technology. Therefore, where the 
generic terms technolog1st and engineer are used, except 1n 
cited references w1thin the literature wh1ch relate to a 
broader context, those terms are confined to those branches 
of technology and engineering commonly known as electr1cal 
or electron1c. In add1t1on, the study will be l1m1ted to 
the Un1ted States. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Eng1neer1ng Technology as a 
Separate Curr1culum 
In 1955 the Report on the Evaluat1on of Eng1neer1ng 
Educat1on (Gr1nter et al., 1955), cons1dered by some to be 
the s1ngle most s1gn1f1cant study of U.S. eng1neer1ng 
educat1on (Beard, 1986), marked the beg1nn1ng of eng1neer1ng 
curr1culum reform. In the so-called 11 Gr1nter Report", 
several far reaching recommendat1ons were made wh1ch had the 
effect of chang1ng the or1entat1on of eng1neer1ng curr1culum 
1n the Un1ted States. Among the most far reach1ng, 1n terms 
of curr1culum 1mpact, were the recommendat1ons to strengthen 
work 1n the bas1c sciences and mathemat1cs wh1le prov1d1ng 
for a common engineer1ng core. To make room for these 
add1t1ons to the curriculum, some of the "art" of 
eng1neer1ng, such as laboratory, methods and pract1ce 
courses were el1minated. The 11 Gr1nter Report" curr1culum 
recommendat1ons helped establ1sh the mathemat1cal and 
theoret1cal or1entation of contemporary eng1neering 
education. The Prel1m1nary Report, wh1ch preceded the f1nal 
product by two years, recommended a b1furcat1on of the 
curr1culum; one segment to retain and stress the ex1st1ng 
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eng1neer1ng appl1cat1on approach and the other segment, or 
branch, to stress a more scient1f1c, mathemat1cally based 
or1entat1on (Grinter et al., 1953). 
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Because of resistance to the b1furcat1on recommendat1on 
by the engineering educat1on commun1ty, 1t d1d not surv1ve 
the Prelim1nary Report. In its place, only the narrower 
more sc1ent1fically oriented curr1culum emerged, whlch 
emphasized theory. In pract1ce, the approach wh1ch 
suggested all eng1neering students share a common core of 
mathemat1cs, physical sc1ence and eng1neer1ng sc1ence 
courses became the model. Only upon complet1on of that 
battery of preparatory courses would the students be 
funneled into the1r respective specialties, such as 
mechanical, electr1cal, civil, industr1al or chem1cal 
eng1neering. 
Nevertheless, bifurcation d1d not d1sappear as an issue 
w1th the d1sappearance of its mention from the 1955 report. 
Resurrected and used over the years, the bifurcat1on 1ssue 
found support from those interested in establishlng a 
pract1ce of eng1neer1ng track as d1stinct from a sc1ence of 
eng1neering track (Chesier, 1984). This support of a dual 
track contains some of the roots of eng1neer1ng technology 
as a separate curr1culum. The establ1shment of the practice 
or appl1cat1on oriented program was the end result. Both 
the shift in emphasis to a theory or1ented engineering 
curr1culum, and the relegat1on of the pract1ce of 
eng1neer1ng to a subordinate position w1th1n the eng1neer1ng 
curr1culum lent 1mpetus to establ1shment of the technology 
curr1culum (Kenyon, 1985). 
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Some educators mainta1ned that the evolut1on of 
eng1neer1ng technology as a dist1nct ent1ty occurred as a 
response to an industr1al need (Chesier, 1985). Others 
assert that the r1se of the technology curriculum occurred 
as an academ1c construct, often us1ng the b1furcat1on 
recommendation of the "Prel1minary Report" (Gr1nter et al., 
1953) as ]Ustif1cat1on. The claim that the engineer1ng 
technology curriculum arose as a response to an industr1al 
need 1s not clearly supported. In fact, Irw1n (1976) states 
that the advent of the four year technology program d1d not 
occur at the behest of 1ndustry. He goes further, 
ma1nta1n1ng that 1ndustry possessed an in1tial negat1ve 
att1tude to the development of such a curriculum. The case 
is made that industry needed more two-year techn1c1ans and 
not another four-year curriculum stream. Nevertheless, 
industry adJusted to the available manpower pool graduating 
from this four-year curriculum by s1mply plac1ng the 
graduates 1n existing vacanc1es. Irw1n's v1ew is 
emphat1cally supported by Forman (1979) who states 
"eng1neering technology 1s an educat1onal concept, not a 
separate profess1onal or occupational fleld". Blackwell et 
al. (1980) are even stronger 1n contending that 
•.• the educat1onal commun1ty, 1n 1solation from broad 
1ndustr1al input, concluded that it was no longer 
poss1ble to educate one 1nd1v1dual through an 
educat1onal program of f1n1te durat1on wh1ch would 
sat1sfy the 1ndustr1al needs for all, or even a maJor 
port1on, of the spectrum of these eng1neer1ng related 
act1v1ties. As a result, a new baccalaureate 
educat1onal program, known generally as eng1neer1ng 
technology (technology) was conceived by the 
educat1onal community ••• (p. 3). 
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Also, a rev1ew of the "GrJ.nter Report", clearly 
1nd1cates an industrial survey was conducted at the time, 
and the responses from J.ndustry d1st1.nctly d1sclosed that a 
heav1er math-science foundat1on 1n engineer1ng was des1red 
(Grinter et al., 1955). 
In the United States, the ev1dence for the 
establ1shment of a separate curriculum 1n technology as a 
response to st1mulus from outside the academJ.c commun1ty 1s 
nebulous. In Japan, for example, the establishment of 
technical colleges and the1r curr1culum J.S fJ.xed 1n nat1onal 
law (Jones, 1980); 1n effect implementing a nat1onal goal. 
No such clear foundation for a technology curr1culum 1s 
found in the U.S. 
On the other hand, 1t can be inferred that the 
part1t1oning of the U.S. eng1neer1ng educat1on spectrum 1nto 
dist1nct curr1cular or1entat1ons stems from the academ1c 
community. For example, in the sect1on of the 1972 
Technology F1nal Report (GrJ.nter & Defore, 1972), deal1ng 
w1th the history of engJ.neering technology, 1t is, noted that 
two-year assocJ.ate degree programs have a history extendJ.ng 
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over half a century, wh1le four-year programs have developed 
only recently. In fact, J.C. Egl1n of Pr1nceton Un1vers1ty 
wrote 1n 1957 (c1ted in Gr1nter & Defore, 1972, p. 4): 
We should expand the numbers of people tra1ned at the 
techn1c1an level. Thls can be done through the 
development of the techn1cal inst1tute, and by 
1ncreasing the number of such two-year or even four-
year techn1cal inst1tutes, and by stress1ng the 
recogn1t1on by industry as eng1neer-techn1c1ans and 
engineer1ng a1des of those so tra1ned. 
Here is an early reference by an educator to the 
establlshment of four-year eng1neer1ng technology programs. 
Even though he referred to the present day technolog1st as 
an eng1neer1ng techn1c1an, the embryo of the current system 
can be seen. By 1965, the United States Office of Education 
l1sted more than s1xty colleges offer1ng a four-year 
technology curr1culum, descr1bed as 11 1ndustr1al technology 
closely all1ed to the engineer1ng f1eld" (c1ted 1n Gr1nter & 
Defore, 1972, p.4). 
It 1s not clear, exactly when, and by wh1ch 
1nstitut1on, the current concept of engineering technology 
or1g1nated. It 1s known, for example, that the Un1vers1ty 
of Houston granted a Bachelor of Applied Science degree in 
1951, subsequently changed to a Bachelor of Science 1n 
Technology degree (Carr, 1983). However, the Un1vers1ty of 
Houston as1de, between the time that Bradley Univers1ty 
l1sted a program 1n "Industr1al Technology" 1n 1923 (Grinter 
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& Defore, 1972) and the t1me that the f1rst eng1neer1ng 
technology curr1culum became accred1ted by the Engineer1ng 
Council for Professional Development (ECPD) at Brigham Young 
Univers1ty 1n 1967 (McCurdy, 1985), the present system took 
form. 
From the Grinter & Defore f1nal report (1972) several 
factors have emerged as 1nfluencing the development of 
baccalaureate technology programs. One such factor 1s the 
"bulging from within" of two-year technology programs as 
1ncreasing amounts of subject matter were added to the 
program. Closely coupled with that aspect 1s the so-called 
"upward push" in the level of complexity and soph1st1cat1on 
of subject matter. To maintain rigor and depth in the 
curriculum, and to stay relevant with contemporary 
technologic advances, greater amounts of material had to be 
added. Interwoven with these factors, is the soc1etal one 
of the des1re to obta1n a baccalaureate degree, and to 
obtain an educat1on known to prov1de upward mob1l1ty. If 
these factors are comb1ned with the bifurcat1on 1ssue, a 
more comprehens1ve explanat1on of the roots of eng1neer1ng 
technology emerges. In add1t1on, industry's w1ll1ngness to 
hire technology graduates, encouraged a pool of students to 
choose technology over engineer1ng. These events round out 
the mosa1c wh1ch blends itself 1nto the roots of eng1neer1ng 
technology. 
Educat1onal D1fferent1at1on Between 
Technology and Eng1neer1ng 
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It has been suggested (ASEE, 1971) that a sk1llsjtheory 
cont1nuum can be used to locate var1ous categor1es of 
personnel engaged in technical endeavors. If such a 
cont1nuum 1s accepted, then engineers require more 
theoret1cal tra1n1ng than skills tra1n1ng, and craftsmen 
require a predom1nantly sk1lls or1ented program. As can be 
seen from such a scheme, adapted from Chesier (1985, p. 29), 
engineering technolog1sts require less theory, but more 
sk1lls tra1n1ng than engineers. When consider1ng such a 
scheme, as d1splayed in F1gure 1, 1t 1s extremely 1mportant 
to realize that the sk1lls and theory mix for any 
class1f1cat1on on the f1gure are not r1g1dly f1xed. In 
real1ty, there is overlap and a blurr1ng of the boundar1es. 
Gr1nter and Defore (1972), report that approx1mately 70% 
of the content of eng1neer1ng technology curriculum at the 
baccalaureate level involves math-sclence-technical. The 
percentage for the baccalaureate engineering program for the 
same discipl1ne or branch, is approx1mately 80%; ach1eved, 
in part, by reducing the practice oriented courses. 
However, those percentages alone are not suff1c1ent to 
convey the whole picture. Differences are not only found in 
quantity of the math-sclence-technical courses taken, but 
also in depth and breadth. Blackwell et al. (1980, p. 3) 
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po1nt out that d1fferences 11 1n pace, emphasis, mathemat1cal 
and sc1ent1f1c level, student capabil1ty and matur1ty, and 
t:J 
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Figure 1. TheoryjSk1lls Training M1x 
fundamental philosophy have caused curr1cular differences 
... "that d1stingu1sh eng1neering from technology. In 
eng1neering technology, an emphasis is placed upon 
laboratory exper1ences. In fact, the F1nal Report (Gr1nter 
& Defore, 1972, p. 14) states that: 
the central purpose of engineer1ng technology education 
is to be support for the practical side of engineering 
achievement w1th emphas1s upon the end product rather 
than the conceptual process. 
Th1s statement 1s in sharp contrast to what 1s 
ident1f1ed as the central object1ve of engineering from that 
same report. There1n the controll1ng ob)ect1ve 1s stated to 
be "the design of mach1nes, structures or processes" 
(Grinter & Defore, 1972, p. 13). A not1ce 1s added to 
def1ne des1gn to be based upon h1gh levels of both 
mathemat1cs and sc1ence, and 1nvolv1ng both analys1s and 
synthes1s. 
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These d1fferences are re1nforced 1n a career gu1dance 
pamphlet publ1shed by the Inst1tute of Electr1cal and 
Electron1cs Engineers (Inst1tute of Electr1cal and 
Electron1c Eng1neers [IEEE], undated). From that document, 
wh1ch 1s 1ntended for the use of prospect1ve students 1n 
determ1n1ng which branch of engineering best fits the1r 
1nterests, Table I 1s extracted. As can be seen, the IEEE 
recognizes the difference in emphas1s w1thin the two 
curricula. 
However, Grayson (1977) notes that 1t is not the 
professional soc1et1es, such as the IEEE, wh1ch dr1ve the 
curr1culum content with1n engineer1ng; rather 1t 1s the 
educators. Because engineer1ng educat1on did not evolve 
from apprenticesh1p, as happened 1n the profess1ons of 
med1c1ne, law and dentistry, but from the 1nst1tutions 
teach1ng eng1neer1ng, the educators possessed a un1que 
opportunity to def1ne from w1thin what the curr1culum ought 
to be. The IEEE, as the profess1onal soc1ety representing 
the profess1on of electr1cal eng1neer1ng, 1s acknowledg1ng 
in an after the fact manner, the d1ffer1ng emphas1s between 
eng1neer1ng and technology as dr1ven by the ex1st1ng 
curr1culum. 
A further, and perhaps even stronger re1nforcement to 
the d1fferent1at1on 1s given by the Accred1tation Board for 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON; ENGINEERING AND 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES 
Compar1son 
Factor 
Program Emphas1s: 
Lecture Emphasis: 
Laboratory 
Emphas1s: 
Techn1cal Design 
Emphas1s: 
Eng1neer1ng 
develop analyt1cal 
abil1ty and bas1c 
understand1ng of 
phys1cal 
phenomena. 
use mathemat1cs 
and sc1ences and 
stress underly1ng 
theory. 
1nvest1gate 
exper1mental 
methods to learn 
techn1ques. 
develop des1gn 
pr1nc1ples 
applicable to a 
w1de var1ety of 
eng1neer1ng 
problems. 
(IEEE, undated, p. 7) 
Eng1neer1ng 
Technolog1es 
use current 
appl1cat1on 
1nformat1on and 
pract1ces for 
spec1f1c techn1cal 
problems. 
apply technical 
knowledge and 
techn1ques to 
current techn1cal 
problems. 
solve pract1cal 
des1gn and learn 
evaluat1on 
techn1ques for 
1ndustr1al 
problems. 
develop current 
des1gn procedures 
of a complex, but 
well establlshed 
nature 1n a 
spec1al1zed 
techn1cal area. 
Eng1neer1ng and Technology (1980) 1n a gu1dance pamphlet 
wh1ch describes the functions of eng1neers and 
technolog1sts. The pamphlet says: 
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The eng1neer lS pr1mar1ly an 1nnovator or creator 
of new products, processes, procedures, or systems 
whose 1nterest 1s 1n: how to solve pract1cal problems 
(through the use of mathemat1cs, knowledge of sc1ence 
and pract1cal JUdgment) and how to do that 
econom1cally. 
The eng1neering technolog1st 1s typ1cally a 
pract1cal person 1nterested 1n apply1ng eng1neer1ng 
pr1nc1ples and 1n organiz1ng people for 1ndustr1al 
production, construct1on or operat1on or 1n the 
1mprovement of dev1ces, processes, methods or 
procedures. 
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The fact that the Accred1tat1on Board for Eng1neer1ng 
and Technology (ABET) can 1ssue such a document stems from 
1ts status as the accredit1ng arm of the eng1neer1ng 
profess1on. That stem has 1ts root 1n a 1932 meet1ng wh1ch 
1ncluded representat1on from the maJor profess1onal 
soc1et1es: the Nat1onal Bureau of Eng1neering Reg1strat1on, 
the soc1ety for the Promotion of Eng1neer1ng Educat1on, 
together w1th the Eng1neering Councll for Profess1onal 
Development (the forerunner of ABET). That meeting 
establlshed a comm1ttee to beg1n accred1tation of 
eng1neer1ng schools (Neathery & Schmldt, 1990). From that 
beg1nn1ng, ABET has evolved 1nto the accred1t1ng agency. As 
the accred1t1ng agency, ABET accepts accred1t1ng cr1ter1a 
recommendat1ons from the IEEE, (IEEE, 1982) and the IEEE, in 
turn, has accepted the educat1onal commun1ty's pract1ce of 
curr1culum different1at1on between technology and 
eng1neer1ng. The character1zat1on of eng1neers and 
technolog1sts by ABET 1s merely a l1near reflect1on of the 
JUdgment concern1ng the d1fferences between eng1neers and 
technolog1sts as appl1ed by the educat1onal commun1ty. 
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Add1t1onal reflect1ons of different1at1on between 
technology and eng1neer1ng can be found 1n the accred1tat1on 
cr1ter1a for each type of program. The IEEE has publlshed 
curricular gu1delines (IEEE, 1982) which are approved by the 
ABET Board of D1rectors. For baccalaureate technology 
programs those gu1del1nes 1nclude the follow1ng mathemat1cs 
requ1rements: 
A m1n1mum sequence of college level algebra, 
tr1gonometry, .•. analytic geometry, appl1ed 
differential and integral calculus. 
Emphas1s throughout the mathematics sequence 
should be on pract1cal aspects and appl1cat1ons w1th 
less emphas1s on theoretical aspects and 
der1vat1onsjproofs. To be appropr1ate .•• the 
mathematics sequence will ord1nar1ly be more 
appl1cat1ons or1ented than the sequence that 1s taken 
by eng1neering students. 
Here is a very clear statement of not only what 
mathemat1cs ought to be taken by the technologists, but also 
a compar1son of the degree of r1gor expected of the 
eng1neer1ng student. The IEEE gu1del1nes, with regard to 
the ent1re program, are also very clear; they state that "It 
1s cr1tical that the program be structured as an eng1neering 
technology program, and not as an engineer1ng science 
program •.• " (IEEE, 1982, p. 9). W1thin that document the 
IEEE is careful to establ1sh that eng1neering sc1ence 
programs (synonymous w1th eng1neer1ng herein) "emphas1ze 
1nnovat1ve •.. rather than applled ... " (IEEE, 1982, p. 9). 
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From the careful dist1nct1ons made w1th1n the 
curricular gu1del1nes, 1t is 1ntended that the technolog1st 
1s to be educated at a qualitative level dlfferent from the 
eng1neer. Within technology, the emphas1s is on 
appl1cations; and w1th1n engineering, the emphas1s 1s on 
theory. 
The IEEE gu1del1nes have a sign1ficant 1nfluence on the 
accreditation process, through the ABET cr1teria for 
accrediting programs (ABET, 1990). The ABET criter1a says, 
1n part, " ••. that a program in a curr1cular area covered by 
approved curr1cular gu1del1nes must be 1n compliance both 
w1th ABET criteria and with the interpretive contents of the 
guidelines, to be satisfactory." (ABET, 1990, p.7). That 
statement essent1ally mea~s that differentiation among 
technolog1sts and engineers 1s officially documented 1n the 
accreditat1on criteria applied to technology programs. It 
seems reasonable to conclude that the accredit1ng cr1ter1a 
adequately reflects the current consensus within the 
academ1c commun1ty, as reflected by ABET; and w1th1n the 
professional society, as reflected by the IEEE guidel1nes. 
D1fferent1at1on 1n the Industrial 
Commun1ty 
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Of the stud1es which deal d1rectly w1th industr1al 
acceptance of eng1neer1ng technolog1sts, those of Stone 
(1975), Smoot and K1ng (1981), Ehrenberg (1982) and Varma 
(1983) researched the attitudes and op1nions held by those 
1n 1ndustry. Other stud1es also exist, but not of the scope 
contained in these four. 
Stone (1975) conducted a survey among a m1xed group of 
453 manufactur1ng and construction personnel as well as some 
faculty. The thrust of his survey intended to ascerta1n the 
role of eng1neer1ng technologists w1thin the research-
production team. Stone's survey 1s 1mportant in that 1t is 
a very early attempt to identify where, w1thin the 
eng1neer1ng hierarchy the technolog1st fits as seen by 
pract1t1oners. His f1nd1ngs are extensive and deta1led; 
however they can be briefly summarized by paraphras1ng some 
of the data from the table dealing w1th emphases of the 
research-production team (Stone, 1975, p. 20). Stone's 
table uses a seven point scale, with a score of seven 
representing maximum. It compares the relative emphas1s the 
eng1neer1ng research-product1on member 1s expected to place 
on var1ous aspects of the effort. The following matr1x, 
Table II, is extracted from Stone (1975, p. 20). It 
represents a truncation of the or1g1nal table because two 
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columns, one for techn1c1ans, and another for operators, are 
not reproduced. 
In fact in all aspects of team effort, eng1neers scored 
h1gher 1n each emphas1s area than did technolog1sts, except 
1n phys1cal skill. 
stone (1975) has clearly shown, that for the group 
surveyed, clear distinctions between eng1neers and 
technologists existed 1n the opinion of those persons 
involved in the study. Stone's work does not equate 
directly to the present effort because 1t deals only w1th 
research-production teams, and 1s further confined to 
construction and manufacturing. It does serve as an 
ind1cator that differentiation between technolog1sts and 
engineers d1d ex1st in some segments of 1ndustry 1n 1975. 
Smoot and King (1981) quer1ed 326 supervisors of 
baccalaureate graduates of several branches of eng1neer1ng 
and technology. The1r survey predominantly focused on the 
western United States, but because almost one-third of the 
respondents were located outside of that region, their 
f1ndings have national s1gnif1cance. However, because they 
d1d not restrict their 1nvestigation to the electr1cal field 
of eng1neer1ng and technology, the1r findings only correlate 
to the top1c under cons1deration here1n, in a general way. 
The rat1o of eng1neers to technolog1sts working for the 
supervisors of Smoot and K1ng's study is two to one. 
Accord1ng to the1r survey, about 60% of technology graduates 
TABLE II 
COMPARISONS OF SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS AND 
TECHNOLOGISTS; STONE'S STUDY 
PositJ.on 
EmphasJ.s ScJ.entJ.st Engineer Technologist 
Ideas 6.7 6.7 3.7 
SolutJ.ons 6.7 7.0 3.0 
(AnalytJ.cal) 
SolutJ.ons 3.7 6.3 5.7 
(Applied) 
ApplicatJ.ons 2.7 5.3 5.0 
Data 4.7 5.7 4.7 
GatherJ.ng 
EvaluatJ.on 6.3 7.0 4.7 
Sphere of 6.0 6.7 4.3 
Influence 
PhysJ.cal 1.3 1.7 4.7 
Skills 
Educational 7.0 6.7 4.3 
Training 
have "engJ.neer" J.n theJ.r JOb title. Smoot and KJ.ng (1981) 
also found that a large percentage of technologJ.sts are 
J.nvolved J.n manufacturing, computer programmJ.ng and 
development; but the percentage of engineers who 
partJ.cJ.pated in desJ.gn and admJ.nistratJ.ve functJ.ons J.s 
larger than the percentage of technologJ.sts involved J.n 
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those same functions. Also, 1t 1s not d1fficult to draw a 
tentat1ve conclus1on from Smoot and Klng's data that 
dlfferences 1n ass1gnment percentages do exist between 
eng1neers and technologists per JOb category, but 1n 
general, those d1fferences are not large. Further, 1n l1ne 
Wlth the f1ndings of Moore (1977), Smoot and King found the 
salary differences between practicing eng1neers and 
technologists to be small, on the order of 6%; eng1neers 
draw1ng the higher salary average. 
Their study would have had more util1ty for the top1c 
under consideration, had the survey been more geograph1cally 
general, and the field limited to the electr1cal spec1alty. 
Ehrenberg (1982) concluded, 1n a detailed study, that 
there 1s essent1ally no d1fference 1n ass1gnments, or 
responsibil1ties relegated to engineering technolog1sts 
versus eng1neers. Further, supervisors tended to regard the 
capab1lit1es of the two groups to be virtually equal. 
Though confined to the employers of Californ1a 
Polytechnic State University baccalaureate graduates of 
technology programs, Ehrenberg's 1982 survey dld poll 132 
employers of those graduates, 85% of which were 1n 
Callfornia. H1s study 1ncluded employers of graduates from 
all the branches of engineer1ng technology offered at the 
school. 
Signiflcantly he found that 75% of those employers used 
the title "engineer" for their BET (Bachelor of Engineering 
Technology) employees. Also, 73% of the employers ass1gned 
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BET employees to ass1gnments w1th the same respons1bil1ties 
as baccalaureate eng1neers. As summar1zed by Erhenberg 
(1982): 
As seen through the eyes of h1s 1mmed1ate 
superv1sor, the typ1cal Cal1forn1a Polytechn1c BET 
graduate is employed 1n Californ1a and h1s JOb t1tle 1s 
eng1neer or manager. His compensat1on 1s equal to the 
BS [Bachelor of Science] eng1neer1ng graduate and 
h1gher than the two-year associate degree graduate, and 
h1s education adequately prepared h1m for the 
engineering pos1tion he holds. 
H1s assignments and respons1b1l1ties are the same 
as his fellow workers with BS eng1neering degrees, and 
h1s employer reports that he has equal qualif1cations. 
His employer often finds that h1s BS engineer1ng 
colleague 1s not expected to perform JOb tasks 
requ1r1ng a higher level of profic1ency 1 and he feels 
that the BET graduate's'chances for promot1on are not 
limited because of his BET degree. 
Although not a direct one-for-one equ1valent to the 
present 1nvest1gat1on because of geograph1c l1mitat1ons and 
the l1m1ted depth of h1s probe 1nto d1fferent1at1on between 
technologists and engineers, Ehrenberg's study is 
nevertheless a signif1cant hallmark. His work clearly 
provides an early (1982) attempt to determine if, and to 
what extent, d1fferent1ation ex1sts between technolog1sts 
and eng1neers in the view of the supervisor. 
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Based on the results of Ehrenberg's study, a rev1ewer 
1s led to the prel1m1nary hypothes1s that, as seen by the 
1ndustr1al superv1sor, the techn1cal cont1nuum between 
eng1neer1ng technolog1sts and eng1neers 1s seamless. The 
author of the study went on to conclude that "there 1s a 
ser1ous 1dent1ty problem and much confus1on 1n the 
industr1al commun1ty over the differences between a BS 
eng1neer1ng graduate and a BET graduate." (Ehrenberg, 1982, 
p.42) He concludes that the opposite is true among 
educators, profess1onal societ1es and accred1tat1on boards; 
1n those cases there 1s no confus1on; clear d1fferent1at1on 
is 1mpl1ed. 
The study conducted by Varma (1983) concerned itself 
w1th ascerta1n1ng the degree of correlat1on between the 
op1n1ons of educators and 1ndustr1al representatives 
regard1ng eng1neer1ng technolog1sts. Varma d1d not conf1ne 
h1s study to the electr1cal branches, but 1ncluded all 
d1sciplines in an undifferent1ated mix. When d1scuss1ng 
Varma's work "technologlst" and 11 eng1neer" are gener1c 
terms, not to be confused w1th the spec1alized usage here1n. 
Th1s general1zat1on, coupled w1th the fact that he chose 
personnel managers to answer for 1ndustry, in l1eu of 
eng1neer1ng superv1sors, d1st1nguish his efforts. 
Varma's research serves to provide some general 
groundwork for determin1ng the d1fferent1at1on appl1ed to 
technologists versus engineers. The ch1ef thrust of his 
work compared the att1tudes of educators with those of 
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1ndustr1al representat1ves (personnel managers), and h1s 
results 1nd1cate some general f1nd1ngs of 1nterest. For 
example, the maJority of educators believe that 
technologists and eng1neers are g1ven s1m1lar eng1neer1ng 
ass1gnments, however the majority of 1ndustr1al 
representatives 1nd1cated they were not g1ven s1milar 
ass1gnments. Also the maJority of educators, 92%, bel1eved 
that technolog1sts d1d not lack techn1cal competence; 
conversely only 62% of industrial representatives held that 
v1ew; a sign1ficant difference of op1nion. 
Varma's work 1s particularly useful as a source for 
determ1n1ng the views and perceptions of the educational 
community. In reading the results of h1s probe of the 
op1n1ons of educators concern1ng the ab1l1ties and 
ut1l1zation of technologists, there are no surprises. The 
educational commun1ty reflects the published pos1t1ons of 
both ABET and the IEEE regarding the distinction between 
technolog1sts and engineers. On the other hand, because he 
framed his instrument in general terms, and because 
engineering superv1sors were not the respondents, the 
ut1lity of h1s work is bounded by those constraints w1th 
regard to determin1ng the actual op1n1ons of 1ndustr1al 
superv1sors regard1ng technologist-engineer d1fferentiat1on. 
A further study, though very small 1n scope, dealt w1th 
23 employers in New York state (Satre, 1977). In that study 
70% of the respond1ng employers 1ndicated that technolog1sts 
w1th1n their employ had the title of eng1neer. However, 37% 
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of the respond1ng employers 1nd1cated that there ex1sted 
perce1ved d1fferences between eng1neer1ng technolog1sts and 
eng1neers. The study dld not 1dent1fy what specif1c 
d1fferences were noted. Although not exhaust1ve, thls small 
study agrees 1n a qualitat1ve way Wlth the later study by 
Ehrenberg (1982) of technolog1sts 1n Cal1forn1a. 
Other stud1es dealt w1th either the op1nions and 
att1tudes of students or graduates of baccalaureate 
technology programs. These efforts were valuable for 
determin1ng how the part1c1pant 1n the curr1culum perce1ved 
h1s or her status, but they shed relatively l1ttle d1rect 
l1ght on the percept1ons of 1ndustr1al superv1sors. They do 
allow for some measure of 1nference about 1ndustr1al 
acceptance, or supervisor attitude by extens1on, however. 
In Moore's (1977) study he found that 74% of the respondents 
considered themselves about equal in JOb ass1gnment and 
responslbllltles w1th eng1neering graduates. From that 
f1nd1ng, an 1nference can be made that thls group of 
technologists were treated about the same as eng1neers; a 
clear 1mpl1cation that the technolog1sts surveyed 1n the 
study were being ass1gned to tasks perceived to be s1milar 
to those ass1gned to eng1neers. 
In an earlier effort, Moore (1975) analyzed the results 
from 178 respond1ng technolog1sts who were alumni of 
Pennsylvan1a State Un1vers1ty. He found that 84% of those 
technolog1sts felt that thelr assignments and 
responsib1l1t1es were about the same as those ass1gned to 
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baccalaureate eng1neers. He also found that 98% of the 
technologists felt that they were at least equal techn1cally 
to eng1neers w1th1n the same firm. In add1tion, 95% of 
those technolog1sts declared that their techn1cal educat1on 
was at least suff1c1ent for their f1rst 1ndustr1al pos1tion. 
Aga1n, these results are not direct evidence of the 
att1tudes and'percept1ons of industr1al supervisors. They 
may at least reflect the response of those supervisors to 
the technolog1sts in the workplace in a very pragmat1c way; 
the pos1tive att1tude that the technologists hold regard1ng 
the1r qualif1cations when they compare themselves to 
eng1neers may be a reaction to a percept1on garnered from 
their supervisors. 
In yet another study, Moore (1979) found that the 
starting salaries of technology graduates to be 94% of the 
starting salar1es of baccalaureate eng1neers. That 
relat1vely high percentage is not conclus1ve evidence of 
near equivalence. The near parity 1n compensation does 
imply that industry values the technolog1sts about the same 
as the eng1neer. Nevertheless, 94% 1s not 100%, therefore 
some d1fferentiation between the two groups existed. 
D1fferent1at1on as a Funct1on 
of Cogn1t1ve Competency 
Because the approach ut1l1zed in thls study to catalog 
different1at1on 1n competenc1es 1s grounded in Bloom's 
Taxonomy of Cogn1t1ve Competencies (Bloom, 1956), a short 
d1scuss1on of that taxonomy 1s 1ncluded here1n. 
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Bloom 1s frequently credited with the authorsh1p of a 
set of well known educat1onal obJectlves. However, Bloom 1s 
not the sole contributor to the effort. He served as ed1tor 
for the undertak1ng, a proJect of the Comm1ttee of College 
and Un1versity Examiners (Bloom, 1956). Th1s comm1ttee 
1ncluded thlrty-four other part1c1pants who contributed to 
the development of that taxonomy of cogn1t1ve educational 
obJectlves. 
Between 1949 and 1953, conferences were held among and 
between these contr1butors 1n an " ••. attempt to bu1ld a 
taxonomy of educat1onal obJeCtlves" and to develop a scheme 
for " ..• classlfication of the goals of our educational 
system" (Bloom, 1956, p. 1). Starting from these goals, the 
Committee eventually formed the taxonomy of cogn1tive 
educational obJectlves; now commonly referred to as "Bloom's 
Taxonomy". 
The cognit1ve taxonomy cons1sts of s1x obJectlves, each 
of wh1ch 1s referenced below: 
1. knowledge - the components of th1s educat1onal 
obJeCtlve 1nvolve the recall of specif1cs and 
universals; methods, processes, patterns, 
structures, and settings. Br1efly, th1s obJective 
emphas1zes the psycholog1cal process of 
remember1ng (Bloom, 1956, p. 201). 
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2. comprehens1on - th1s term represents the lowest 
level of understand1ng. It refers to the process 
by wh1ch the 1nd1v1dual knows what 1s be1ng 
commun1cated and can make use of the mater1al 
without relat1ng it to other mater1al or 
understand1ng 1ts fullest 1mpl1cat1ons (Bloom, 
1956, p. 204). 
3. appl1cat1on - th1s object1ve 1mplies the use of 
pr1nciples, ideas, and theor1es in dealing with 
particular and concrete situat1ons. The 1nference 
1s that abstractions can be translated 1nto 
pract1ce (Bloom, 1956, p. 205). 
4. analysis - this obJeCtlve refers to the 
restructuring of ideas 1nto const1tuent elements, 
forming a relat1ve hierarchy, and 1dentify1ng the 
relat1onship between those elements. Th1s 
component of the taxonomy clearly refers to 
abstract man1pulation; often requir1ng dealing 
with symbols (Bloom, 1956, p. 205). 
5. synthes1s - th1s obJectlve 1nvolves the p1ecing 
together of a set of operations from elements and 
parts, 1n such a way as to form a pattern or 
structure not clearly there prev1ously. This 
level of accompl1shment also 1ncludes the abil1ty 
to deduce propos1tions from data or other 
proposit1ons, and to formulate hypotheses (Bloom, 
1956, p. 207). 
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6. evaluat1on - th1s, the most complex obJeCtlve, 
1mpl1es an ab1l1ty to evaluate, or JUdge, the 
mer1t of a propos1t1on, hypothes1s, or method. 
The cr1ter1a used for JUdgment lS generated us1ng 
both 1nternal and external ev1dence, 1.e., the 
student can prod,uce and defend qual1tat1ve and 
quant1tat1ve arguments to defend h1sjher Judgment 
of merit (Bloom, 1956, p. 207). 
The taxonomy of knowledge, comprehens1on, appl1cat1on, 
analys1s, synthes1s and evaluat1on proceeds from the 
s1mplest ability to merely recall theories or facts, to the 
most complex task of JUdglng the mer1t of propos1t1ons or 
hypotheses. Th1s taxonomy forms a conven1ent set of 
obJectlves, translatable to sk1lls, fragmented 1nto 
observable behaviors by which judgments relating to skill or 
competency level can be formulated. In other words, us1ng 
the taxonomy as a gu1deline, a competency hierarchy can be 
formed and used as a sieve to class1fy levels of sk1ll and 
expertise. 
Because th1s taxonometric system 1s observable and well 
known, it has been chosen as a core for the research 1nto 
d1fferent1at1on between technologists and eng1neers as 
appl1ed by 1ndustr1al superv1sors. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
A four part quest1onna1re was developed as the research 
1nstrument, a facs1m1le 1s included 1n append1x D. The 
f1rst port1on of the 1nstrument asks for the respondent's 
address, class1fies the industry and measures relat1ve 
populations of technolog1sts and eng1neers with1n the 
respondent's company. It also catalogs the types of Job 
tasks ass1gned to technolog1sts and eng1neers at that 
company. This port1on 1s designed to uncover 
d1fferentiation in the phys1cal doma1n, 1n that it deals 
only with numerical and classification facts as known by the 
respondent. The pr1mary purpose of th1s sect1on 1s to 
catalog which types of ta9ks are assigned technolog1sts, and 
which types are assigned to eng1neers. 
The next two sections, labeled I and II, of the 
quest1onnaire deal w1th the affective domain. The f1rst of 
these addresses the attitudes of superv1sors towards the 
technologlst's techn1cal ab1l1t1es, as ind1cated by the 
supervisor's assessment of which tasks he or she feels are 
su1table as assignments for the technolog1st. The second 
sect1on addresses the supervisor's assessment of cogn1tive 
competencies as cataloged by Bloom's taxonomy. In the 
taxonomy sect1on, the supervisor is asked to compare the 
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technolog1st to the eng1neer, and then rank the 
technolog1st's competencies. Each quest1on 1n these two 
sect1ons 1s arranged as a seven segment L1kert scale, 1n 
wh1ch the response is scaled w1th the max1mum we1ght toward 
the opinion or observat1on most favorable to the 
technolog1st. 
The fourth, and last, segment of the quest1onna1re 
collects information about the respondent, and el1c1ts the 
respondent's opin1on concern1ng the d1fference between 
technolog1sts and engineers. 
Outline of Procedures 
F1rst Mail Attempt 
1. A prototype 1nstrument was developed and 
circulated among faculty for comment (P. R. 
McNe1ll, personal commun1cat1on, June 7, 1990). 
Pr1mary considerat1on emphasized whether or not 
the instrument would del1ver the des1red 
1nformat1on, and whether or not overt b1as existed 
1n the quest1ons. Changes and ref1nements were 
made based upon faculty comments. 
2. The rev1sed prototype quest1onna1re was then sent 
to a Senior Staff Eng1neer (Mr. Dav1d M. Barnett, 
personal communicat1on, December 20, 1990) at a 
maJor aerospace company for f1eld test1ng by s1x 
eng1neer1ng superv1sors who had agreed to do so. 
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Upon complet1ng the prototype quest1onna1re, these 
superv1sors made comments and suggest1ons wh1ch 
resulted 1n further refinements. At this po1nt 
the 1nstrument was aga1n subm1tted to faculty (P. 
R. McNe1ll, personal commun1cat1on, January 19, 
1~91). Follow1ng that second faculty rev1ew, the 
survey became ready for transmiss1on to the survey 
population. 
3. Ident1f1cat1on of 1nit1al target populat1on 
occurred concurrently with questionna1re 
development. The target population became the 
engineering managers at electronics firms known to 
be actively 1nvolved in recruiting both 
technologists and engineers. These firms were 
ident1f1ed through a survey of Peterson's Annual 
Job Gu1de (Bl~ly & Geoffrey, 1988). A rev1ew of 
the guide y1elded a l1st of 346 such compan1es. 
It is important to realize that this review 
y1elded only the names and addresses of compan1es, 
and not the names of spec1fic eng1neer1ng 
managers. The survey was conf1ned to firms 
seek1ng electrical eng1neering technolog1sts and 
engineers w1thin the Un1ted States. 
4. After rev1ewing the roster of 346 f1rms that seek 
both electr1cal eng1neer1ng technolog1sts and 
electr1cal engineers, the ent1re population was 
chosen for sampl1ng. 
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5. A quest1onna1re packet 1ncluded: an 1ntroductory 
letter addressed to the company's personnel 
manager, a letter addressed to the eng1neer1ng 
manager, a short glossary of terms used 1n the 
1nstrument, the 1nstrument and a self-addressed 
postage pa1d return envelope. Each of the 346 
compan1es was mailed a packet addressed to the 
personnel manager. The 1ntroductory letter to the 
personnel manager requested that the survey be 
routed to the appropr1ate eng1neer1ng superv1sor. 
The above procedure assumed that the compan1es, 
because they were seek1ng both technolog1sts and 
engineers, would reta1n a person respons1ble for 
supervising such employees. 
6. Ma1l1ng occurred dur1ng the last week 1n April 
1991. 
Of the 346 quest1onna1res ma1led, 43 or 12.4% were 
returned, of these 38 were usable. The unusable responses 
were those 1n wh1ch the quest1onna1re was not completed, or 
those ln which the respondent had no direct knowledge of 
technolog1sts. Here1n, th1s f1rst survey cycle 1s referred 
to as the f1rst mail survey. 
D1scuss1on of Problems 
Using D1llman (1978) as a gu1de, an analys1s of the 
factors wh1ch impacted the response rate ind1cated several 
m1stakes occurred. Ch1ef among those m1stakes 1s addressing 
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a survey to a pos1t1on t1tle rather than to a person, mak1ng 
the rec1p1ent anonymous. The pract1ce of anonymous 
addressing leads to a situat1on where1n no person 1s 
respons1ble for answer1ng the survey. Dlllman (1978, p. 
163) suggests that address1ng the quest1onna1re to a gener1c 
pos1tion title such as "Eng1neer1ng Manager" versus us1ng a 
person's name does contr1bute to d1sappo1nting raw count of 
1nstruments returned. Because the data base from wh1ch the 
company names and addresses was drawn d1d not conta1n the 
names of engineering managers, pursu1ng those unknown 
1nd1v1duals for follow-up by mail or telephone would have 
been costly and t1me consuming. In order to have followed 
up, the names of superv1sors would had to have been 
1dent1fied by company telephone operators or personnel 
office employees. Reliance on persons other than the 
1ntended respondents for ass1stance would not have 
guaranteed a greater success than the 1n1t1al ma1l1ng to 
personnel managers. In short, personnel not d1rectly 
involved in the survey would have to be depended upon to 
f1n1sh the rout1ng to the proper respondent. The 1nherent 
weakness of the 1n1t1al ma1l1ng would not be reduced by 
further contacts through 1ntermed1ates. 
Because the 1dent1ty of respondents was unknown, 
efforts to use an address or1ented data base were abandoned. 
In effect, th1s f1rst survey attempt was treated as an 
extended field test of the 1nstrument. Cosmet1c changes 
were made 1n the 1nstrument layout after this f1rst mail 
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survey, aga1n 1n consonance w1th D1llman (1978). All survey 
quest1ons rema1ned unaltered. 
The abandonment of the address or1ented data base of 
compan1es known to employ technologists and engineers could 
be JUStlfled 1f, and only 1f, a subst1tute l1st1ng could be 
generated wh1ch conta1ned the personal names and addresses 
of 1ndiv1duals who were known to be eng1neer1ng superv1sors 
or managers. Just such a l1sting was obtained for the 
second survey attempt. 
Second Mall Attempt 
A second, independent and fresh approach to a ma1l 
survey began w1th obta1n1ng the names of 1500 people who had 
identif1ed themselves as eng1neer1ng managers. Th1s l1st 
was purchased from the Institute of Electr1cal and 
Electron1cs Eng1neers. Names conta1ned w1thin the IEEE data 
base or1ginated from b1ographical data suppl1ed by the 
member at the time of appl1cat1on to the IEEE, and the 
information is updated annually. 
In coord1nat1on w1th the manager of IEEE Ma1l1ng L1st 
Sales (G. L. Klapisch, personal commun1cation, June 3, 1991, 
June 30, 1991), the search parameters were 1dent1f1ed for a 
random generation of 1500 names. The search parameters 
included only those who had 1dent1f1ed themselves as 
eng1neer1ng or scientific managers, and who were currently 
employed as: 
1. an eng1neer1ng or scient1f1c manager, or 
2. a ch1ef eng1neer or sc1ent1st, or 
3. the v1ce pres1dent or d1rector of eng1neer1ng. 
The 1500 names were drawn at random w1thout regard to 
locat1on, from w1th1n the U.S. The above factors 
const1tuted the only search s1eve. 
The rev1sed procedure progressed as follows: 
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1. A cosmetically redesigned 1nstrument, accord1ng to 
the suggest1ons outlined 1n Dlllman (1978), became 
the new questionnaire. Those changes consisted of 
adding a cover page, a graphlc and chang1ng the 
paper stock and color. The core of the instrument 
remained unchanged. 
2. The mail packet consisted of the rev1sed 
questionna1re, a letter addressed to an 
1nd1vidual, the glossary of terms used 1n the 
first attempt, and a self-addressed postage pa1d 
return envelope. The 1ntroductory letter to the 
indiv1dual expla1ned that the packet was a survey 
which required thelr input as an engineer1ng 
superv1sor. 
3. The mail1ng of the second attempt occurred dur1ng 
the last week 1n october 1991. 
4. A follow-up reminder, in the form of a postal card 
was ma1led to all addressees ten days later. The 
follow-up thanked them for returning the survey, 
if they had already done so, and rem1nded them 
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that the1r 1nput was 1mportant 1f they had not as 
yet returned the survey. 
Herein, this survey cycle 1s referred to as the second 
ma1l survey. Of the 1500 quest1onna1res ma1led dur1ng th1s 
cycle, 21 survey packets or postal cards were returned as 
undellverable. Of the remain1ng 1479 survey packets, 114 or 
7.7%, were returned in the postage pa1d envelope. Eighty-
flve, 5.7%, of the surveys were usable as data. The 29 
unusable responses cons1sted of those 1n which the 
quest1onnaire was not completed, or the respondent 1nd1cated 
that he or she dld not possess enough knowledge to complete 
the survey. In all, 135 or 9.0%, of the 1500 packets were 
accounted for. 
Because the participants 1n the first mall survey were 
not known, there was no way of know1ng whether or not a 
part1c1pant 1n the f1rst mall survey m1ght also have 
participated 1n the second. Therefore the second mall 
attempt responses could not be merged w1th those of the 
f1rst. For this reason, no inquiry was made to show that 
the results from each mall survey were 1ndependent. As 
ment1oned before, the f1rst mail survey was viewed as an 
extended f1eld tr1al, and the second mall survey formed the 
core of the research. 
D1scuss1on of Problems 
As w1th the f1rst mall survey attempt, the return rate 
at 30 days was d1sappo1nt1ng. S1nce a follow-up post card 
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had already been ma1led, any continuing effort to gather 
more responses by ma1l would have been marginal. Further 
follow-up was done by telephone. In order to preserve 
populat1on 1ntegr1ty, telephone follow-up used the same data 
base as the second ma1ling. The data base contained both 
names and addresses. Those respondents who included the1r 
address on the returned survey, were purged from the data 
base used for telephone follow-up. In 15 cases, correlat1on 
of a returned instrument to a spec1fic 1ndiv1dual fa1led, 
because the address was not prov1ded. Although some 
res1dual amb1guity remained regarding the 15 responses wh1ch 
fa1led correlation, there was a h1gh degree of conf1dence 
that the other persons respond1ng by ma1l, and those 
respond1ng over the telephone comprise mutually exclus1ve 
sets. A summary of facts which supports that conclusion is 
included and d1scussed 1n the next segment deal1ng w1th the 
telephone survey. 
The Th1rd Survey - The Telephone 
After depletion of the 120 mail respondents already 
ident1f1ed, a l1st1ng of 1380 names const1tuted the 
telephone data base. Dur1ng December 1991, the m1crof1lm 
assets of the Edmond Low L1brary at Oklahoma State 
University were used to retr1eve as many telephone numbers 
as possible from th1s data base. Only 410 telephone numbers 
were found and retr1eved. In the remain1ng 970 cases, no 
telephone number was ava1lable. 
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Persons hav1ng no personal 1nterest in the research, 
and possess1ng no spec1al understand1ng of technology or 
eng1neer1ng were reta1ned to perform the telephone survey. 
In part1cular, two undergraduate students, one from the 
College of Business Adm1n1strat1on, and one from the College 
of Educat1on, along w1th a local h1gh school JUnlor were 
reta1ned to make the telephone survey. One of the students, 
the person from the College of Business, had prev1ous 
experience w1th telephone survey techniques, hav1ng worked 
for the Oklahoma State Univers1ty Alumn1 Foundat1on. She 
provided the basic tra1ning to the others 1n the rud1ments 
and protocols of telephone survey et1quette and consistency. 
The following table represents the numerical results of 
follow-up efforts through using the telephone. 
The category in the above table referr1ng to calls 
which could not be completed, includes only those telephone 
numbers for which no connection occurred after several 
attempts, or for wh1ch the prospective respondent d1verted 
his or her telephone to an answer1ng mach1ne. Control was 
ma1nta1ned by delet1ng the name of any person from the data 
base who completed the quest1onnaire by telephone, or who 
decl1ned to part1c1pate or who cla1med 1nsuff1c1ent 
knowledge to answer the survey. 
The JUStlflcatlon for cla1m1ng that the 1nc1dence of 
respondent dupl1cat1on is not sign1f1cant between the second 
base who completed the questionna1re by telephone, or who 
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decl1ned to part1c1pate or who cla1med 1nsuff1c1ent 
knowledge to answer the survey. 
The JUStlficatlon for cla1m1ng that the 1nc1dence of 
respondent dupl1cat1on 1s not sign1f1cant between the second 
TABLE III 
TELEPHONE ACTIVITY RESULTS 
Act1v1ty Number 
Number of Potent1al Telephone Respondents: 
Number of Telephone Numbers Found: 
Number of Telephone Calls Made: 
Number of Calls Wh1ch Could Not be Completed: 
Number of Connect1ons: 
Respondents Complet1ng Survey: 
Respondents Decl1n1ng to Part1c1pate: 
Respondents Cla1m1ng Insuff1c1ent Knowledge: 
Respondents Cla1rn1ng Cornplet1on by Mall 
ma1l survey respondents and the telephone survey 
1380 
410 
724 
406 
318 
72 
101 
141 
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respondents, 1s founded upon the follow1ng rat1onale. From 
the total roster of 1500 names used in the second mall 
survey, 135 responses arr1ved by return ma1l, wh1ch left a 
res1due of 1365 non-respondents. Of those 135 who d1d 
respond by mall, only 120 could be 1dent1f1ed, leav1ng 15 
persons who had responded but could not be pos1t1vely 
1dent1fied. That led to a roster of 1380 names, which 
1ncluded the un1dent1f1ed 15 respondents as cand1dates for 
telephone follow up. If 1t can be assumed that those 15 
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persons were randomly d1str1buted throughout the total of 
1380 names, then contact could be expected to occur w1th one 
of those persons 1n every 92 telephone connect1ons. Because 
318 connect1ons were completed, at least three persons were 
expected to cla1m that they had already completed the 
survey. Four persons from that group of 318 actually 
cla1med prior complet1on; therefore 1t 1s reasonable to 
conclude that the inc1dence of response dupl1cat1on 1s 
1ns1gnif1cant. 
It 1s 1nterest1ng to note that 23.8% of those contacted 
by telephone, d1d complete the survey. Of the 76.2% who 
d1d not complete the survey, 31.8% decl1ned to do so, wh1le 
another 44.4% claimed they possessed 1nsuff1cient knowledge 
of the top1c to part1cipate. 
Because of the random nature of the orig1nal base of 
1500 names, 1t 1s reasonable that a percentage of managers 
and superv1sors hav1ng no knowledge of the top1c would be 
encountered. The same observat1on extends to those who 
would not part1c1pate 1n the survey. If 1t 1s presumed that 
the 76.2% who d1d not partic1pate are representat1ve of the 
ent1re data base of 1500, and that they are evenly 
d1str1buted over the ent1re populat1on, then the expected 
number of non-responses from the ent1re group equals 76.2% 
of 1500, or 1143. Conversely, the expected number of 
completed responses 1s 357, or 23.8% of 1500. 
In spite of the fact that only 157 mail and telephone 
responses were gathered out of an expected 357, the dec1s1on 
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to term1nate became necessary. Budgetary and schedule 
constra1nts requ1red end1ng data collect1on efforts even 
though only 44% of the expected number of responses had been 
atta1ned. Therefore, follow-up telephone act1v1ty was 
concluded dur1ng the last week of March 1992. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
D1str1but1on of Respondents by Area 
and Industry 
A catalog of all the states from wh1ch responses were 
rece1ved are conta1ned in append1x A. A rev1ew of that 
roster shows that a wide d1spersal of geographic locales 
were represented. Responses came from all geographic 
reg1ons of the u.s., represent1ng 29 states and the D1str1ct 
of Columbia. 
W1thin those reg1ons, the respondents represent 56 
d1fferent 1ndustr1es as cataloged in append1x B. A perusal 
of the l1sting shows that maJor and w1dely var1ed segments 
of 1ndustry were represented, from electr1c ut1l1t1es to 
spacecraft. Also represented are non hardware 1ndustries, 
such as technical services and software compan1es. In all, 
a sat1sfactory cross section of both locale and 1ndustry 
type were represented. 
Relat1onsh1p Between Surveys 
F1rst Mail Survey 
Due to the extremely low raw respondent count of the 
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f1rst ma1l survey, and the 1nherent d1ff1culty 1n reach1ng 
the proper person for follow-up; and because 1ndependence 
among respondents could not be guaranteed between the f1rst 
mall survey and subsequent ventures, th1s survey served only 
as a f1eld test of the 1nstrument. 
Relat1onsh1p Between Populat1ons -
Second Mail Survey and Telephone 
Survey 
The numerical raw count of responses from both the 
second mail survey and the telephone survey, 1nd1vidually, 
are small. However, if a rationale can be developed, and 
defended, allowing the comb1nation of the results 1nto a 
single data base, then the numbers approach a respectable 
count. To combine the results 1nto a s1ngle set, it must be 
shown that there is no s1gn1f1cant d1fference in the 
responses of the two groups,. If a case can be made that 
there is no s1gn1f1cant difference, then the respondents of 
the second mail survey and the telephone survey can be 
treated as members of the same population. 
The persons who did not respond to the second mail 
survey const1tuted the non-respond1ng populat1on wh1ch 
became the data base for the telephone survey. Their 
subsequent response to a telephone survey, albe1t us1ng the 
ident1cal instrument, does not allow the assumption that 
their responses correspond with the responses of those who 
completed the survey by mail. W1thout establ1shing 
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congruence between the two groups, they must be treated 
1ndependently. In order to establish congruence, a 
compar1son of means 1s an appropr1ate test (Book, 1977, p. 
154). 
In develop1ng an appropriate compar1son, each of the 
e1ght postulates from that portion of the instrument labeled 
Section I, and each of the n1ne statements from that port1on 
of the instrument labeled Sect1on II had the mean 
1nd1v1dually calculated for both the second ma1l and the 
telephone survey. Calculat1ons for each survey were made 
1ndependent of the other. For the sake of compar1son of the 
means, the content of each of the questions was 1gnored; 
only the numerical scale value of the response was 
considered. After acqu1ring the mean for each question, 
from each of the surveys, a compar1son between the means of 
each quest1on from the second mail survey and from the 
telephone survey was made using the follow1ng algor1thm 
(Book, 1977, p. 154): 
z= 
xl -x2 
2 2 
sl s2 
-+-
nj n2 
z = test stattsttc 
x1,2 = sample mean 
s 1,2 = standard dev1at10n 
n1,2 = number tn sample 
(1) 
In develop1ng a test based upon the stat1st1c of 
equat1on (1), a hypothes1s stat1ng that: 
H J1 = Jlo 
J1 = true mean telephone ~urvey 
Jlo = true mean mall survey 
can be used. But, an alternative hypothes1s 1s more 
conven1ent 1n th1s case, namely (Book, 1977, p. 152): 
A J1 * Jlo 
J1 = true mean telephone survey 
Jlo = true mean mru.l survey 
When us1ng the alternat1ve hypothes1s 1t 1s also 
conven1ent to mod1fy the test stat1st1c to the form: 
lzl > Za 
2 
z = test statlsttc 
a = stgmflcance level 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
To assert, us1ng the alternat1ve hypothes1s at the 
a=.005 signif1cance level, that the mean of the telephone 
survey does not equal the mean of the second ma1l survey, 
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for any question of the sect1ons labeled I or II of the 
1nstrument, 1 t 1s necessary for lzl to equal or exceed 2. 81. 
That value s1gn1f1es the d1stance from the mean as measured 
1n standard dev1at1ons. At a value of 2.81 standard 
dev1at1ons on e1ther s1de of the mean, the cumulat1ve 
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d1str1but1on funct1on has a value of .0025 at each end 
(Standard Mathemat1cal Tables, 1967, p. 524). The sum of 
the ends 1s .005, wh1ch 1s the s1gn1ficance level. That 
s1gn1f1cance level represents the probab1l1ty of comm1tt1ng 
an error by reJectlng the hypothesls when 1t 1s true. An 
1nspect1on of F1gure 2, which tracks the mean of both the 
telephone and second mall survey for each quest1on in 
sect1ons I and II of the instrument, as well as plotting lzl 
at each quest1on, shows that the hypothes1s must be 
rejected. In other words, the hypothes1s that the true mean 
of the telephone survey does not equal the true mean of 
second mail survey is reJected. By reject1ng the 
hypothes1s, the probab1lity of mak1ng a Type I error (Book, 
1977, p. 155), which 1s to reJect the hypothesis when 1t 1s 
really true, is equal to the s1gnificance level of .005, or 
one-half of 1%. 
An 1nspect1on of loci shown 1n Figure 2 1nd1cates that, 
1ndeed, no sign1ficant differences among the respondents of 
the telephone and second mall survey ex1st. coupl1ng that 
1nspect1on with reJectlng the hypothes1s that ~*~a' leads to 
the conclusion that the responses do 1n fact ar1se from the 
same populat1on. 
After establ1sh1ng congruence between the respect1ve 
populations, the two sets of responses were comb1ned to 
yield a s1ngle data base. This combinat1on formed the bas1s 
for all subsequent analysis and f1nd1ngs. The gross 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Means Telephone versus 
Second Mall survey 
response count becomes 157, wh1ch equals the sum of 72 
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telephone responses and 85 mail responses. If, as d1scussed 
above 1n the sect1on deal1ng w1th the telephone survey, the 
number of responses 1s expected to be 357, then the comb1ned 
base count of 157 represents approx1mately 44% of those who 
e1ther could or would part1c1pate. 
Aga1n, w1thout regard for quest1on content, but only 
considering the scale value, a graph of the mean of the 
s1ngle data base responses for each of the postulates and 
statements of sect1ons I and II from the 1nstrument 1s 
represented 1n F1gure 3. 
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F1gure 3. Combined Means, Second Mail and 
Telephone Survey 
In1t1al Quantiflable Data -
The Emp1r1cal S1tuation 
Populat1ons of Technolog1sts and 
Eng1neers 
The in1t1al, non-numbered portion of the 1nstrument 
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gathered emp1r1cal data. The f1rst segment of th1s portion 
asked the respondent to est1mate the populat1on size of both 
technolog1sts and engineers at the fac1l1ty. F1gure 4 shows 
the results. 
A rev1ew of F1gure 4 1nd1cates that there are more 
companies with populat1ons of technologists less than 50 
than compan1es w1th populat1ons of eng1neers less than 50. 
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Figure 1 4. Relat1ve Populations by Fac1l1ty 
S1ze 
Conversely, there are more compan1es w1th populat1ons of 
eng1neers greater than 100 than compan1es with populat1ons 
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of technologists greater than 100. cur1ously, the response 
data 1nd1cates that there are more compan1es at each end of 
the spectrum than there are 1n the middle. A synops1s of 
the population breakdown follows 1n Table IV. 
A rev1ew of Table IV populat1on breakdown shows that 
51%, 79 of 155 who prov1ded data, are assoc1ated w1th the 
largest company or fac1l1ty s1ze, that 1s, organ1zat1ons 
employ1ng greater than 100 technologists and greater than 
100 eng1neers. The next largest reporting group, 21%, are 
assoc1ated w1th the smallest compan1es, less than 50 
technologists and less than 50 eng1neers. The th1rd largest 
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reporting group, 12%, are assoc1ated with organ1zat1ons 
employ1ng less than 50 technolog1sts and more than 100 
eng1neers. 
TABLE IV 
COMPANIES AND THEIR POPULATION MIX 
Number of Number of Number of 
Technolog1sts Eng1neers Occurrences 
<50 <50 33 
<50 50-100 8 
<50 >100 18 
50-100 <50 3 
50-100 50-100 5 
50-100 >100 3 
>100 <50 3 
>100 50-100 3 
>100 >100 79 
Job Ass1gnments - Technolog1sts 
and Eng1neers 
The second segment of the 1n1t1al port1on of the 
1nstrument asked the respondent to ind1cate wh1ch tasks the 
company or fac1l1ty ass1gned to technolog1sts and wh1ch to 
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eng1neers as the1r pr1nc1ple JOb funct1on. E1ght funct1on 
categor1es were l1sted, each of wh1ch had been def1ned for 
the respondent 1n a separate glossary 1ncluded 1n the survey 
packet. A copy of that glossary 1s 1ncluded 1n append1x c. 
The e1ght funct1ons are listed 1n Table v. 
TABLE V 
PRINCIPLE FUNCTIONS 
Customer Serv1cejSupport Market1ngjSales 
F1eld Serv1ce Research & Development 
L1ne Eng1neer1ng Superv1s1onjManagement 
Manufactur1ngjProduct1on Support Eng1neer1ng 
Survey results from that port1on of the quest1onna1re 
are shown 1n Table VI. Th1s segment of the survey reflects 
the actual cond1t1ons extant at the compan1es or fac1l1t1es 
with wh1ch the respondents are assoc1ated. 
Inspection of Table VI reveals that at least 50% of all 
respondents 1nd1cated that the company or fac1l1ty that they 
were assoc1ated w1th ass1gned technologists to any JOb 
funct1on with1n the survey categor1es. This f1gure 1s 
arrived at by exclud1ng those percentages 1nd1cat1ng that 
only eng1neers were ass1gned to the JOb funct1on. In some 
TABLE VI 
TECHNOLOGISTS AND ENGINEERS BY 
ASSIGNED JOB FUNCTION 
Percentage of Respondents 
Ind1cat1ng 
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Job Technolog1sts Eng1neers Technolog1sts 
Funct1on & Eng1neers only only 
Customer 52% 22% 26% 
Serv1ce 
/Support 
Market1ng 35% 49% 16% 
;sales 
F1eld 45% 21% 34% 
Serv1ce 
Research & 48% 50% 2% 
Development 
L1ne 44% 47% 9% 
Eng1neer1ng 
superv1s1onj 
Management 45% 50% 5% 
Manufactur1ngj 
Product1on 47% 34% 19% 
Support 
Eng1neer1ng 60% 25% 15% 
cases technolog1sts are e1ther ass1gned 1ndependently or 1n 
comb1nat1on Wlth eng1neers. 
From Table VI, 1t 1s clear that 1ndustry makes 
s1gn1f1cant use of technolog1sts across the JOb funct1on 
spectrum. F1gure 5 charts these JOb funct1on ass1gnments, 
1n descend1ng order. 
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Figure 5. Technologist Ut1l1zat1on as Reported 
by Survey Respondents 
Th1s d1str1but1on reflects the reported actual 
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s1tuat1on; therefore 1t 1s fa1r to cla1m that technolog1sts 
are ass1gned to the same funct1ons as eng1neers by at least 
50% of respondents. 
Sect1on I of the Instrument -
Uses of the Technolog1st 
That port1on of the 1nstrument labeled Sect1on I 
gleaned personal op1nion about wh1ch JOb functions were 
su1table for technolog1sts, as def1ned by the glossary and 
exactly match1ng those t1tles in the 1n1t1al port1on of the 
1nstrument. The purpose of th1s sect1on 1s to develop a 
mechanism for measur1ng the congruence between actual JOb or 
task ass1gnment and the opin1on of the supervisor regard1ng 
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the su1tab1l1ty of technolog1sts for that assignment. For 
each of the e1ght JOb funct1on postulates, the respondent 
was asked to 1ndicate the degree of h1s or her d1sagreement 
on a seven segment summated scale. 
The scale for each of the statements 1s arranged 
hor1zontally on the 1nstrurnent, w1th the response boxes 
arranged from strongly agree on the left to strongly 
d1sagree on the right. A facs1rn1le of the scale 1s shown 1n 
F1gure 6. 
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Figure 6. Evaluat1ng Scale Used In 
the Survey Instrument 
The scale 1s we1ghted such that the response most 
favorable for technolog1sts would receive a value of seven, 
and the least favorable would rece1ve a value of one. Th1s 
scheme 1s used throughout sections labeled I and II of the 
1nstrument to allow for stat1st1cal comp1lat1on and 
analys1s. 
The e1ght postulates assoc1ated w1th Sect1on I for 
wh1ch the respondent was asked to 1nd1cate a degree of 
agreement or d1sagreement are: 
Technologists can be used in: 
a. L1ne Eng1neer1ng 
b. Support Eng1neer1ng 
c. Research & Development 
d. ManufacturingjProduct1on 
e. Marketing/Sales 
f. Customer Serv1cejSupport 
g. Superv1s1onjManagement 
h. Field Serv1ce 
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The def1n1t1on of each of the above categor1es can be 
found 1n the glossary prov1ded 1n appendix c. Each of the 
above statements 1s phrased using the verb "can", wh1ch 
1mpl1es "be1ng capable of". Presumably, the responses to 
these e1ght statements would d1ffer 1f "should" or "ought 
to" had been used instead. The use of e1ther of those 
latter two terms could have supported an 1nterpretation of 
"properly used 1n" or "preferably used in". Because the 
attr1bute of "capable" was more central to the nature of the 
research, "can" was chosen as the verb. 
Postulate Ia = Technolog1sts Can Be 
Used in Line Eng1neer1ng 
The respondent was asked to rank h1s or her level of 
agreement or d1sagreement w1th the above statement. The 
results of the survey for the flrst postulate are shown ln 
Flgure 7. 
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Flgure 7. Distributlon of Response Values 
Section I Postulate a -
Technologlsts Can Be Used ln 
Llne Englneerlng 
The dlstrlbutlon has a mean value of 5.35, from a 
count, n, of 153. That count, as wlth any count from 
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sections I and II Wlll not, ln general, equal the raw count 
of 157 total usable surveys, because not all respondents 
chose to answer all questlons Wlth1n the survey. 
A mean as well as a level of conf1dence can be 
established for the d1str1but1on. Know1ng that sample means 
tend toward the true mean of any populat1on, whether or not 
the populat1on 1s normally d1str1buted (Sanders, Murph & 
------
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Eng, 1976, p. 13), and us1ng equat1on (5) (Book, 1977, p. 
113), 1t 1s found that for a 95% degree of conf1dence, the 
true mean l1es between 5.11 and 5.59. 
X -z~( ;,}I' <X+z{{,; J 
s = Standard Devtatwn 
:X=Mean 
Za = Test Stausuc 
J.1 = True Mean 
n = Sample Count 
Summaries of these data are conta1ned 1n Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION I POSTULATE a; 
TECHNOLOGISTS CAN BE USED IN 
LINE ENGINEERING 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze L1m1t Mean L1..m1t 
153 5.11 5.35 5.59 
( 5) 
A score of seven 1s v1ewed as 1nd1cat1ng unqual1f1ed 
acceptance of technolog1sts for the JOb funct1on under 
cons1derat1on, and a score of one 1s v1ewed as unqual1f1ed 
reJectlon of technolog1sts for that JOb funct1on. That 
evaluat1on system ar1ses from the descr1ptors used: a score 
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of seven correlates to "strongly agree" wh1le a score of one 
correlates to "strongly d1sagree". Us1ng that 
1nterpretat1on, and understand1ng that a score of four 
represents the m1d point, then 1t follows that any mean 
value equal to, or 1n excess of five represents some degree 
of clear acceptance of technolog1sts for the funct1on. 
Conversely, any score below four must be v1ewed as 
1nd1cat1ng that supervisors would not accept technologists 
for that JOb function. The remaining isolated value, four, 
is ambivalent, but nevertheless 1s 1nterpreted to be 
minimally acceptable. Because clear reJection is not 
indicated, 1t 1s presumed that any supervisor reg1ster1ng a 
response of four would tentatively accept technolog1sts for 
that JOb funct1on. 
With regard to the use of technolog1sts for a l1ne 
eng1neering job funct1on as requested 1n Postulate Ia, the 
consensus of eng1neering supervisors and managers is 
pos1tive, with 79.7% of the respondents assigning a value of 
five or greater. When acceptance is extended to four or 
greater, then 86.9% of the respondents would accept 
technolog1sts 1n th1s JOb function. Th1s result var1es from 
the reported actual util1zat1on. Only 53% of the respond1ng 
superv1sors reported that the1r company or fac1l1ty ut1l1zed 
technologists 1n that JOb function. The high acceptance 
value indicates that, 1n the op1n1on of supervisors, l1ne 
eng1neer1ng is an appropr1ate function for technolog1sts. 
Consider1ng that a var1ance exists between actual 
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ut1l1zat1on and superv1sory acceptance, 1t 1s cred1ble to 
suppose that the present 1ndustrial pract1ce underut1l1zes 
technolog1sts 1n th1s function. This s1tuat1on could 
plaus1bly arise from a cond1t1on where actual ut1l1zat1on 
rates lag the general v1ew by some per1od of t1me. The 
amount of d1spar1ty between actual ut1l1zat1on and reported 
acceptance by superv1sors of technolog1sts, for th1s job 
funct1on, should decrease as the preva1l1ng op1n1on d1ffuses 
throughout the 1ndustrial commun1ty. Therefore, 1t should 
be expected that the percentage of compan1es or fac1l1t1es 
ut1l1zing technologists in l1ne engineer1ng functions w1ll 
increase 1n time. 
Postulate Ib - Technolog1sts Can Be 
Used 1n Support Eng1neer1ng 
The respondent was asked to rank h1s or her level of 
agreement or d1sagreement w1th the above statement. The 
results of the survey for the second postulate are shown in 
Figure 8. 
The d1stribut1on has a mean value of 6.05, from a 
count, n, of 155, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean l1es between 5.88 and 6.22. summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table VIII. 
W1th regard to the use of technolog1sts 1n the support 
eng1neer1ng JOb function, the consensus of eng1neer1ng 
superv1sors and managers 1s very positive, with 91.6% of the 
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Section I Postulate b -
Technologists Can Be Used 1n 
Support Eng1neer1ng. 
TABLE VIII 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION I POSTULATE b; 
TECHNOLOGISTS CAN BE USED IN 
SUPPORT ENGINEERING 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
Size Lim1t Mean L1m1t 
155 5.88 6.05 6.22 
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respondents ass1gn1ng a value of f1ve or greater. Extend1ng 
the acceptance level to a score of four or greater, then 
96.8% of superv1sors would accept technolog1sts 1n th1s JOb 
funct1on. Th1s result varies from the reported actual 
ut1l1zation. Only 75% of the respond1ng superv1sors 
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reported that the1r company or fac1l1ty ut1l1zed 
technolog1sts 1n that JOb funct1on. The result also 
1nd1cates that, 1n the op1n1on of superv1sors, support 
eng1neer1ng 1s an appropr1ate funct1on for technolog1sts. 
For the reasons already stated above, th1s cond1t1on 
1nd1cates that the present industr1al pract1ce underut1l1zes 
technologists 1n th1s JOb funct1on. It should be expected 
that the percentage of compan1es or fac1lit1es ut1l1z1ng 
technologists ~n support eng1neering funct1ons w1ll increase 
w1th time. 
Postulate Ic - Technologists Can Be 
Used in Research ~ Development 
The respondent was asked to rank his or her level of 
agreement or disagreement with the above statement. The 
results are shown in Figure 9. 
The distribution has a mean value of 4.59 from a count, 
n, of 156, with a 95% degree of confidence that the true 
mean l1es between 4.27 and 4.91. summar1es of these data 
are contained 1n Table IX. 
W1th regard to the use of technologists in the support 
eng1neer1ng Job funct1on, the consensus of engineering 
superv1sors and managers 1s favorable, w1th 60.3% of the 
respondents assigning a value of five or greater. Extending 
the acceptance envelope to four or greater, then the 
acceptance percentage rises to 67.3%. 
from the reported actual utilizat1on. 
Th1s result var1es 
Only 50% of the 
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F1gure 9. D1stribution of Response Values 
Sect1on I Postulate c -
Technolog1sts Can Be Used in 
Research and Development 
TABLE IX 
7 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION I POSTULATE C; 
TECHNOLOGISTS CAN BE USED IN 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze Lim1t Mean L1m1t 
156 4.27 4.59 4.91 
respond1ng superv1sors reported that the1r company or 
fac1lity ut1l1zed technolog1sts 1n th1s JOb funct1on. The 
result also 1nd1cates that, 1n the op1n1on of superv1sors, 
research and development 1s an appropriate funct1on for 
technolog1sts. Th1s fact 1nd1cates that the present 
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1ndustr1al pract1ce underut1l1zes technolog1sts. Aga1n, for 
the reasons c1ted above, 1t should be expected that the 
percentage of compan1es or fac1l1ties ut1l1z1ng 
technologists 1n research and development funct1ons Wlll 
1ncrease w1th t1me. 
Postulate Id - Technolog1sts Can Be 
Used in Manufactur1ng or Product1on 
The respondent was asked to rank h1s or her level of 
agreement or d1sagreement with the above statement. The 
results of the survey are shown 1n F1gure 10. 
The d1stribution has a mean value of 5.83, from a 
count, n, of 147, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean lies between 5.62 and 6.04. summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned in Table X. 
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Sect1on I Postulate d -
Technolog1sts Can Be Used 1n 
Manufacturing or Product1on. 
TABLE X 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION I POSTULATE d; 
TECHNOLOGISTS CAN BE USED IN 
MANUFACTURING OR 
PRODUCTION 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze Lim1t Mean L1m1t 
147 5.62 5.83 6.04 
W1th regard to the use of technolog1sts 1n the 
manufacturing or product1on job funct1on, the consensus of 
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eng1neering superv1sors and managers 1s very pos1t1ve, w1th 
86.4% of the respondents ass1gning a value of f1ve or 
greater. W1th the acceptance envelope at four or greater, 
then the level of acceptance rises to 93.2%. Th1s result 
var1es from the reported actual util1zat1on. Only 66% of 
the responding superv1sors reported that their company or 
fac1lity ut1l1zed technologists 1n th1s JOb funct1on. The 
result also ind1cates that, in the op1n1on of superv1sors, 
manufactur1ng or product1on 1s an appropr1ate funct1on for 
technolog1sts. It further 1ndicates that the present 
1ndustrial practice underut1lizes technologists 1n th1s JOb 
function. As with the above three JOb funct1ons, 1t 1s 
expected that the percentage of compan1es or fac1l1t1es 
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ut1l1z1ng technolog1sts 1n manufactur1ng or product1on 
funct1ons w1ll 1ncrease over t1me. 
Postulate Ie = Technologists Can Be 
Used 1n Marketing or Sales 
The respondent was asked to rank his or her level of 
agreement or disagreement w1th the above statement. The 
results of the survey for the postulate are shown 1n F1gure 
11. 
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Sect1on I Postulate e -
Technolog1sts Can Be Used 1n 
Market1ng or Sales. 
The d1str1but1on has a mean value of 5.22, from a 
count, n, of 147, w1th a 95% degree of confidence that the 
true mean l1es between 4.96 and 5.48. Summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION I POSTULATE e; 
TECHNOLOGISTS CAN BE USED IN 
MARKETING OR SALES ' 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze L1m1t Mean Lim1t 
147 4.96 5.22 5.48 
W1th regard to the use of technologists 1n the 
market1ng or sales job function, the consensus of 
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engineer1ng superv1sors and managers 1s pos1t1ve, w1th 70.1% 
of the respondents ass1gnin~ a value of f1ve or greater. 
When the acceptance level 1s extended to four or greater, 
then the level of acceptance r1ses to 83%. Th1s result 
var1es from the reported actual ut1l1zat1on. Only 51% of 
the respond1ng superv1sors reported that their company or 
fac1l1ty ut111zed technolog1sts 1n th1s JOb funct1on. The 
result also 1nd1cates that, 1n the opin1on of superv1sors, 
market1ng or sales 1s an appropr1ate function for 
technologists. Th1s cond1t1on reflects that current 
1ndustr1al pract1ce underutilizes technolog1sts in th1s Job 
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funct1on. As w1th the prev1ous JOb funct1ons, 1t should be 
expected that the percentage of compan1es or fac1l1t1es 
ut1liz1ng technolog1sts 1n market1ng or sales funct1ons w1ll 
1ncrease w1th t1me. 
Postulate If = Technolog1sts Can Be 
Used 1n Customer Serv1ce or Support 
The respondent was asked to rank h1s or her level of 
agreement or d1sagreement w1th the above statement. The 
results of the survey are shown 1n F1gure 12. 
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Figure 12. D1stribution of Response Values 
Sect1on I Postulate f -
Technolog1sts Can Be Used 1n 
Customer Serv1ce or Support. 
The d1str1but1on has a mean value of 5.98, from a 
count, n, of 152, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean l1es between 5.80 and 6.16. summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table XII. 
TABLE XII 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION I POSTULATE f; 
TECHNOLOGISTS CAN BE USED IN 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
OR SUPPORT 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
Size Lim1t Mean L1m1t 
152 5.80 5.98 6.16 
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W1th regard to the use of technolog1sts 1n the customer 
service or support JOb funct1on, the consensus of 
eng1neer1ng superv1sors and managers 1s extremely favorable, 
w1th 93.2% of the respondents ass1gn1ng a value of f1ve or 
greater. Extend1ng that acceptance level to four or 
greater, the acceptance level rises to 96.1%. Th1s result 
var1es from the reported actual util1zat1on. Only 78% of 
the respond1ng supervisors reported that the1r company or 
fac1l1ty ut1l1zed technolog1sts 1n th1s JOb funct1on. The 
result also 1nd1cates that, 1n the op1n1on of superv1sors, 
customer serv1ce or support 1s an appropr1ate funct1on for 
technologists, further 1nd1cating that the current 
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1ndustr1al pract1ce underut1l1zes technolog1sts 1n th1s JOb 
funct1on. As w1th the prev1ous Job funct1ons, 1t should be 
expected that the percentage of compan1es or fac1l1t1es 
ut1l1z1ng technolog1sts 1n customer serv1ce or support 
funct1ons w1ll 1ncrease 1n t1me. 
Postulate Ig = Technologists Can Be 
Used in Superv1s1on or Management 
The respondent was asked to rank h1s or her level of 
agreement or disagreement w1th the above statement. The 
results of the survey for the postulate are shown 1n F1gure 
13. 
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F1gure 13. D1str1but1on of Response Values 
Sect1on I Postulate g -
Technolog1sts Can Be Used 1n 
superv1sion or Management. 
The d1str1but1on has a mean value of 4.92, from a 
count, n, of 155, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean l1es between 4.64 and 5.21. Summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION I POSTULATE g; 
TECHNOLOGISTS CAN BE USED IN 
SUPERVISION OR MANAGEMENT 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
Size L1m1t Mean L1m1t 
155 4.64 4.92 5.21 
With regard to the use of technolog1sts in the 
superv1s1on or management job funct1on, the consensus of 
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eng1neer1ng supervisors and managers 1s pos1t1ve, w1th 65.8% 
of the respondents assign1ng a value of f1ve or greater. 
However, extend1ng the acceptance range to four or greater, 
raises the level of acceptance to 80.0%. Th1s result var1es 
from the reported ut1l1zat1on. Just 50% of the respond1ng 
superv1sors reported that their company or fac1l1ty ut1l1zed 
technolog1sts in th1s JOb funct1on. However, th1s result 
does 1nd1cate, that 1n the op1n1on of supervisors, 
superv1s1on or management is an appropriate funct1on for 
technolog1sts. It further 1mpl1es that current 1ndustrial 
pract1ce underut1l1zes technolog1sts 1n th1s JOb funct1on. 
As w1th the prev1ous JOb funct1ons, 1t should be expected 
that the percentage of compan1es or fac1l1t1es ut1l1z1ng 
technolog1sts 1n superv1s1on or management funct1ons w1ll 
1ncrease w1th t1me. 
Postulate Ih = Technologists Can Be 
Used 1n Field Serv1ce 
The respondent was asked to rank his or her level of 
agreement or disagreement w1th the above statement. The 
results of the survey for the postulate are shown 1n 
F1gure 14. 
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Figure 14. D1str1but1on of Response Values 
Sect1on I Postulate h -
Technolog1sts Can Be Used 1n 
F1eld Service. 
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The d1str1but1on has a mean value of 5.97, from a 
count, n, of 151, Wlth a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean l1es between 5.77 and 6.18. Summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table XIV. 
TABLE XIV 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION I POSTULATE h; 
TECHNOLOGISTS CAN BE USED IN 
FIELD SERVICE 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
Size L1m1t Mean L1m1t 
151 5.77 5.97 6.18 
W1th regard to the use of technolog1sts 1n the f1eld 
service JOb function, the consensus of engineer1ng 
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superv1sors and managers 1s very pos1tive, w1th 85.4% of the 
respondents ass1gning a value of f1ve or greater. As with 
the other Job funct1ons, extend1ng the acceptance cr1ter1a 
to a score of four or greater ra1ses the acceptance to 93.4% 
of respond1ng superv1sors. This result, unl1ke the previous 
results, 1s comparable with the reported actual ut1l1zat1on, 
for 84% of the responding superv1sors reported that their 
76 
company or fac1l1ty ut1l1zed technolog1sts 1n th1s JOb 
funct1on. These factors strongly 1nd1cate that both 1n the 
op1n1on of superv1sors, and as presently ut1l1zed by 
•, 1ndustry, f1eld serv1ce 1s an appropr1ate funct1on for 
technolog1sts. 
For Sect1on I, Postulates a through h, a p1ctor1al 
representation of the acceptance percentages by superv1sors 
for each job funct1on, at both the four or greater, and f1ve 
or greater values 1s shown 1n F1gure 15. 
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F1gure 15. Acceptance Percentage as a Function 
of Response Value 
The mean and the 95% conf1dence 1nterval for each of 
the Postulates of Sect1on I are shown 1n Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Confidence Interval on the Mean of 
the Responses l.n Sect1.on I. 
Sect1.on II of the Instrument -
Attributes of the 
Technolog1.st 
Sect1.on II of the 1.nstrument presented the respondent 
w1.th n1.ne opportun1.t1.es to reg1.ster h1.s or her v1.ews and 
impress1.ons regarding the attributes of technolog1.sts. The 
f1.rst Sl.X of these address the superv1.sor's sub]ect1.ve 
evaluat1.on of the technolog1.st's cogn1.t1.ve competenc1.es. In 
each of these s1.x assessment opportun1.t1.es, the respondent 
was asked to compare the technolog1.st w1.th the electr1.cal 
eng1.neer with regard to an 1.dent1.f1.ed competency. The 
cogn1.t1.ve competenc1.es chosen for th1.s survey were those 
1.dent1.f1.ed and class1.f1.ed by Bloom (1956). 
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The rema1n1ng three evaluat1on opportun1t1es 1n Sect1on 
II relate to growth opportun1ty, or1entat1on and the 
1ntended ut1l1zat1on of the technolog1st. For conven1ence, 
the n1ne statements are reproduced below. 
a. Technolog1sts possess adequate knowledge of 
eng1neer1ng and mathemat1cal pr1nc1ples (compared to 
that attr1bute in engineers). 
b. Technolog1sts possess adequate comprehens1on of 
I • 
eng1neer1ng and mathemat1cal knowledge (compared to 
that attr1bute 1n eng1neers). 
c. Technolog1sts possess adequate ab1lity to apply 
engineering princ1ples 1n crafting a design, process, 
or service (compared to that attr1bute 1n eng1neers). 
d. Technolog1sts possess adequate ab1lity to analyze a 
design, process, or service using quantitative methods, 
for funct1onality and su1tab1l1ty (compared to that 
attr1bute in engineers). 
e. Technolog1sts possess adequate ab1l1ty to 
synthesize a des1gn, process, or serv1ce by 1ntegrat1ng 
techn1ques, methods, or procedures (compared to that 
attribute in engineers). 
f. Technolog1sts possess adequate ab1l1ty to develop 
the cr1ter1a by wh1ch to techn1cally evaluate, or 
JUdge, the mer1t of a design, process, or serv1ce 
(compared to that attribute 1n eng1neers). 
g. Technologists are limited 1n growth opportunities. 
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h. Technolog1sts are or1ented more towards 
appl1cat1ons than eng1neers. 
1. Technolog1sts are pr1mar1ly h1red to perform 
eng1neer1ng funct1ons. 
As w1th Sect1on I, the respondent was offered a seven-
segment scale, aga1n arranged from strong agreement to 
strong d1sagreement. As before, values from one to seven 
were ass1gned to each response posit1on, w1th seven ass1gned 
to the response most favorable for the technolog1st. For 
all evaluations, a numeric value of seven is assigned to the 
extreme left, strongly agree, and a value of one 1s assigned 
to the extreme right, strongly disagree. statement IIg, 
"Technologists are l1mited in growth opportunites" differs 
only in that a response which agrees with the statement 1s 
not favorable for the technologist. Wh1le a score of seven 
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F1gure 17. Rating Scale Used In the 
Survey Instrument 
1s st1ll ass1gned to strongly agree, that response 1s the 
least favorable for the technologist. That covent1on was 
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chosen for clarity; scores higher than four agree w1th the 
statement, and scores below four disagree with statement. A 
facsimile of the scale is reproduced in Figure 17. 
Statement IIa = Technologists Possess 
Adequate Knowledge of Engineering and 
Mathematical Principles (Compared to 
That Attribute in Engineers) 
The respondent was asked to indicate a degree of 
agreement or disagreement with the statement that, when 
compared with engineers, technologists possess adequate 
knowledge of engineering and ~athematical principles. 
Figure 18 shows the distribution of responses to that 
statement. 
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Figure 18. Distribution of Response Values 
Section II Statement a -
Technologists Possess 
Adequate Knowledge. 
The d1str1bution has a mean value of 4.28, from a 
count, n, of 157, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean l1es between 4.01 and 4.55. Summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table XV. 
TABLE XV 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II STATEMENT a; 
TECHNOLOGISTS POSSESS ADEQUATE 
KNOWLEDGE 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze L1mit Mean L1m1t 
157 4.01 4.28 4.55 
With regard to the cogn1t1ve competency of possess1ng 
adequate knowledge of pr1nc1ples, 50.1% of the respondents 
scored technolog1sts as f1ve or h1gher. If the adequacy 
threshold 1s extended to four or greater, then 63.7% of 
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respondents cons1dered technolog1sts as possess1ng adequate 
knowledge. 
For statements IIa through !If, a score of seven 
correlates to strong agreement w1th the statement. From 
that aspect, a score of seven can be v1ewed as be1ng as 
adequate as eng1neers. That v1ew is JUStlfled by exam1ning 
the parenthet1cal port1on of the statement. For example, 
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statement Ira says, "Technolog1sts possess adequate 
knowledge of eng1neer1ng and mathemat1cal pr1nc1ples 
(compared to that attr1bute 1n eng1neers) 11 • A response of 
strongly agree 1s log1cally consistent w1th the v1ew that 
technologists are as adequate as engineers. Conversely, 
us1ng that scheme a score of one, strongly d1sagree, 1s 
1nterpreted as being completely inadequate when comparded 
w1th eng1neers. On this value scale, any score below four 
1s below m1n1mum adequacy because four 1s value neutral. A 
score below four cannot be viewed as adequate. On the other 
hand, scores of five or h1gher 1ndicated that the respondent 
felt technologists possessed a dist1nctly pos1t1ve degree of 
adequacy, when comparded with that of engineers. As w1th 
Section I, a score of four reflects ambivalence, but because 
1t is not a reject1on, value neutral 1s 1nterpreted as the 
floor value for adequacy. Therefore, for this part1cular 
competency, the respondents v1ewed the technolog1sts as 
marg1nally adequate, wh1ch is 1nferred from the mean score 
of 4.28. 
It is 1mportant to frame the relative degree of 
adequacy with reference to engineers, because as noted 1n 
Chapter I, a prime mot1ve for the establ1shment of a 
technology curr1culum was to preserve the pract1ce, or art 
of eng1neer1ng (Kenyon, 1985). In addit1on, from those 
earlier chapters, it has been establ1shed that the 
technologists is v1ewed by the educational commun1ty as an 
eng1neering team member, capable of apply1ng eng1neer1ng 
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pr1nc1ples, pract1ces and procedures to the solut1on of 
problems (IEEE, undated, p. 7). Although he or she is not 
an eng1neer by def1n1t1on, the IEEE views the technolog1st 
as having an educat1on wh1ch prepares h1m or her to perform 
at a h1gh techn1cal level. 
Statement IIb = Technologists Possess 
Adeguate Comprehension of Eng1neering 
and Mathematical Knowledge (Compared 
to That Attribute in Eng1neers) 
The respondent was asked to 1nd1cate h1s or her degree 
of agreement or disagreement with the statement that, when 
compared with eng1neers, technologists possess adequate 
comprehens1on of eng1neer1ng and mathematical pr1nc1ples. 
F1gure 19 shows the d1str1bution of responses to that 
statement. 
The distr1but1on has a mean value of 4.34, from a 
count, n? of 157, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean lies between 4.08 and 4.61. Summaries of these 
data are conta1ned in Table XVI. 
W1th regard to the cogn1t1ve competency of possess1ng 
adequate comprehens1on of principles, 56% of the respondents 
scored technolog1sts as f1ve or h1gher. When the competency 
envelope 1ncluded a score of four, then 67.5% rated 
technolog1sts as adequate. 
The responses to the statement that technolog1sts 
possess adequate comprehens1on are essentially 
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F1gure 19. Distribut1on of Response Values 
Sect1on II Statement b -
Technolog1sts Possess 
Adequate Comprehens1on. 
TABLE XVI 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II VIEW b; 
TECHNOLOGISTS POSSESS ADEQUATE 
COMPREHENSION 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze L1m1t Mean L1m1t 
157 4.08 4.34 4.61 
1nd1St1ngu1shable from the responses to the prev1ous 
statement deal1ng w1th knowledge. In both cases the 
respond1ng superv1sors rated technolog1sts as marg1nally 
adequate. A s1gn1f1cant proport1on of the respond1ng 
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superv1sors rated technolog1sts as below marg1nally adequate 
w1th respect to eng1neers. 
Statement IIc = Technolog1sts Possess 
Adeguate Ab1l1ty to Apply Engineer1ng 
Pr1nc1ples 1n Craft1ng g Des1gn, 
Process, or Serv1ce (Compared to 
That Attr1bute 1n Eng1neers) 
The respondent was asked to 1nd1cate h1s or her degree 
of agreement or d1sagreement w1th the statement that, when 
compared w1th eng1neers, technolog1sts possess adequate 
ab1l1ty to apply engineer1ng pr1nc1ples. F1gure 20 shows 
the d1str1but1on of responses to that statement. 
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F1gure 20. D1str1but1on of Response Values 
Sect1on II Statement c -
Technolog1sts Possess Adequate 
Ab1l1ty to Apply Eng1neer1ng 
Pr1nc1ples. 
The d1str1but1on has a mean value of 4.92, from a 
count, n, of 157, with a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean l1es between 4.66 and 5.18. Summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table XVII. 
TABLE XVII 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II VIEW c; 
TECHNOLOGISTS POSSESS ADEQUATE ABILITY 
TO APPLY ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
Size L1mit Mean L1m1t 
157 4.66 4.92 5.19 
With regard to the cogn1t1ve competency of possess1ng 
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adequate ab1l1ty to apply pr1nciples, 71% of the respondents 
scored technolog1sts as five or h1gher. Includ1ng the 
m1nimal level of four, 77.7% respondents rated technolog1sts 
as adequate. 
The statement that technolog1sts possess adequate 
ab1l1ty was essentially viewed by the respond1ng superv1sors 
and managers as pos1tive. Th1s level of adequacy var1es 
slightly from the aggregate responses to the prev1ous two 
statements deal1ng w1th knowledge and comprehens1on. In 
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th1s case the respond1ng superv1sors rated technolog1sts as 
h1gher than m1n1mally adequate. 
Statement IId = Technologists Possess 
Adeguate Ab1l1ty to Analyze g Des1gn. 
Product, Process, or Serv1ce, Us1ng 
Ouant1tat1ve Methods. for Funct1onal1ty 
and Suitab1l1ty (Compared to That 
Attr1bute 1n Engineers) 
The respondent was asked to ind1cate h1s or her degree 
of agreement or d1sagreement w1th the statement that, when 
compared w1th eng1neers, technologists possess adequate 
ability to analyze for funct1onality and su1tab1l1ty, by the 
use of quant1tat1ve methods. F1gure 21 shows the 
distr1bution of responses to that statement. 
The d1stribut1on has a mean value of 4.36, from a 
count, n, of 157, w1th a 95% degree of confidence that the 
true mean l1es between 4.10 and 4.63. Summaries of these 
data are contained 1n Table XVIII. 
W1th regard to the cogn1t1ve competency of possess1ng 
adequate ab1l1ty to quant1tatively analyze, 55% of the 
respondents scored technologists as five or hlgher. 
However, when cons1dered from a score or four or greater, 
66.9% of responding superv1sors rated technolog1sts as 
adequate. 
The statement that technolog1sts possess adequate 
ab1l1ty to quant1tat1vely analyze a product, process or 
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F1gure 21. D1stribut1on of Response Values 
Sect1on II Statement d -
Technologists Possess 
Adequate Ab1l1ty to 
Quant1tat1vely Analyze. 
TABLE XVIII 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II VIEW d; 
TECHNOLOGISTS POSSESS ADEQUATE 
ABILITY TO ANALYZE 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
Size L1m1t Mean L1m1t 
157 4.10 4.36 4.63 
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serv1ce was essent1ally v1ewed by the respond1ng superv1sors 
and managers w1th m1n1mal acceptance. In th1s case the 
respond1ng superv1sors rated technolog1sts as marg1nally 
adequate. Also, as in the responses relating to knowledge 
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and comprehens1on, there 1s a s1gn1f1cant proport1on of the 
respond1ng superv1sors who rated technolog1sts as below 
m1n1mally adequate w1th respect to eng1neers. 
Statement lie = Technolog1sts Possess 
Adeguate Abllity to Synthesize g Des1gn, 
Product, Process. or Service, ~ 
Interpret1ng Technigues, Methods, 
or Procedures (Compared to That 
Attr1bute in Eng1neers) 
The respondent was asked to ind1cate h1s or her degree 
of agreement or d1sagreement with the statement that, when 
compared w1th eng1neers, technolog1sts possess adequate 
abil1ty to synthesize result. F1gure 22 shows the 
d1str1but1on of responses to that statement. 
The d1str1but1on has a mean value of 4.22, from a 
count, n, of 156, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean l1es between 3.93 and 4.51. Summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table XIX. 
With regard to the cogn1tive competency of possess1ng 
adequate ab1l1ty to synthes1ze a result, 51.9% of the 
respondents scored technologists as f1ve or h1gher. 
Assum1ng a level of m1n1mal adequacy, wh1ch 1ncludes a score 
of four, 62.8% of the respondents rated technolog1sts as 
adequate. 
The statement that technologists possess adequate 
ab1lity to synthes1ze a result, was essent1ally v1ewed by 
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F1gure 22. Distr1but1on of Response Values 
Sect1on II Statement e -
Technologists Possess Adequate 
Ability to Synthes1ze. 
TABLE XIX 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II VIEW e; 
TECHNOLOGISTS POSSESS ADEQUATE 
ABILITY TO SYNTHESIZE 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze L1m1t Mean L1m1t 
156 3.93 4.22 4.51 
the respond1ng superv1sors and managers w1th m1n1mal 
acceptance. In th1s case the responding supervisors rated 
technolog1sts as marg1nally adequate. Th1s assessment 1s 
lev1ed because there 1s a s1gnif1cant proport1on of the 
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respond1ng superv1sors who rated technolog1sts at below 
m1n1mally adequate w1th respect to eng1neers. 
Statement IIf = Technologists Possess 
Adeguate Ab1l1ty to Develop the 
Cr1ter1a Qy Which to Techn1cally 
Evaluate, ·or Judge, the Mer1t of 
g Des1gn. Product, Process, or 
Service {Compared to That 
Attr1bute 1n Engineers) 
I 
The respondent was asked to 1nd1cate his or her degree 
of agreement or d1sagreement w1th the statement that, when 
compared with engineers, technolog1sts possess adequate 
ab1lity to evaluate the techn1cal mer1ts of results. F1gure 
23 shows the d1str1but1on of responses to that statement. 
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Figure 23. D1str1but1on of Response Values 
Sect1on II Statement f -
Technolog1sts Possess Adequate 
Ab1lity to Evaluate. 
The d1str1but1on has a mean value of 4.48, from a 
count, n, of 157, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean l1es between 4.19 and 4.76. Summar1es of these 
data are contained 1n Table XX. 
TABLE XX 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II VIEW f; 
TECHNOLOGISTS POSSESS ADEQUATE 
ABILITY TO EVALUATE 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze L1m1t Mean L1mit 
157 4.19 4.48 4.76 
W1th regard to the cognit1ve competency of possess1ng 
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adequate abil1ty to technically evaluate a result, 56.7% of 
the respondents scored technologists as f1ve or h1gher. 
When considering rates at minimal adequacy and above, 67.5% 
of the respondents rated technolog1sts as adequate. 
The statement that technologists possess adequate 
ab1l1ty to evaluate a result was essent1ally v1ewed by the 
responding superv1sors and managers w1th marg1nal 
acceptance. In this case the respond1ng superv1sors rated 
technologists as sllghtly higher than m1n1mally adequate. 
St1ll a s1gn1f1cant proport1on of the respond1ng superv1sors 
who rated technolog1sts as below m1n1mally adequate w1th 
respect to eng1neers. 
Statement IIg = Technolog1sts Are 
L1m1ted 1n Growth Opportunit1es 
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The respondent was asked to 1ndicate h1s or her degree 
of agreement or disagreement w1th the statement that 
technologists ar,e lim1 ted 1n growth opportun1 t1es. F1gure 
24 shows the d1stribut1on of responses to that statement. 
The d1str1bution has a mean value of 4.61, from a 
count, n, of 157, with a 95% degree of confidence that the 
true mean l1es between 4.31 and 4.91. Summaries of these 
data are contained 1n Table XXI. 
For this statement, the most favorable response for 
technologists was the extreme right, or strongly d1sagree. 
Nevertheless, 1n order to remain consistent w1th the scoring 
convent1on, and to min1m1ze confus1on when 1nterpret1ng the 
results, a score of seven was retained at the extreme left; 
strongly agree. Because a score of four represents 
ambivalence and not clear d1sagreement with the statement, 
1t can be 1nterpreted as the basel1ne. 
With regard to the statement that technologists are 
l1m1ted w1th respect to growth, 59.9% of the respondents 
scored technolog1sts as five or h1gher. At scores of four 
or h1gher, 71.3% of the respondents ind1cated that 
technologists are l1mited. 
Scale Value 
Figure 24. D1str1but1on of Response Values 
Section II Statement g -
Technolog1sts Are L1m1ted 1n 
Growth Opportun1t1es. 
TABLE XXI 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II VIEW g; 
TECHNOLOGISTS ARE LIMITED IN 
GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze L1mit Mean L1m1t 
157 4.31 4.61 4.91 
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The statement that technolog1sts are l1m1ted 1n growth 
was viewed by the respond1ng superv1sors and managers w1th 
acceptance. A clear ma]or1ty of the respond1ng superv1sors 
rated technolog1sts above a score of four, mean1ng they 
concurred w1th the statement. 
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Statement IIh = Technologists Are 
Or1ented More Towards Appl1cat1ons 
Than Engineers 
The respondent was asked to 1nd1cate h1s or her degree 
of agreement or d1sagreement with the statement that 
technolog1sts are more appl1cat1ons oriented than eng1neers. 
F1gure 25 shows the d1str1bution of responses to that 
statement. 
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Figure 25. Distr1but1on of Response Values 
Sect1on II Statement h -
Technolog1sts Are More 
Applicat1ons Oriented 
than Eng1neers. 
The d1str1bution has a mean value of 5.10, from a 
count, n, of 157, w1th a 95% degree of conf1dence that the 
true mean lies between 4.85 and 5.34. summar1es of these 
data are conta1ned 1n Table XXII. 
TABLE XXII 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II VIEW h; 
TECHNOLOGISTS ARE MORE APPLICATIONS 
ORIENTED THAN ENGINEERS 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze Lim1t Mean L1m1t 
157 4.85 5.10 5.34 
For th1s and the follow1ng statement, the most 
favorable response for technolog1sts was the extreme left. 
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A value of seven 1s ass1gned to strongly agree, and a value 
of one is assigned to strongly d1sagree. As before, a score 
of four represents ambivalence, and 1t 1s not 1nterpreted to 
imply d1sagreement with this statement. Consequently, a 
score of four assumes the posit1on as the basel1ne of 
favorable reaction. 
W1th regard to the statement that technolog1sts are 
more oriented towards applications than eng1neers, 66.2% of 
the respondents scored technolog1sts as f1ve or h1gher. At 
scores of four or h1gher, 83.4% of the respondents indicated 
that technolog1sts possessed that qual1ty. 
The statement that technolog1sts are appl1cat1on 
or1ented was essentially viewed by the respond1ng 
superv1sors and managers w1th a h1gh degree of acceptance. 
In this case the respond1ng superv1sors rated technolog1sts 
\ 
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h1gh enough to be cons1dered more appl1cat1on or1ented than 
eng1neers. 
Statement II1 - Technologlsts Are 
Pr1mar1ly Hired to Perform 
Eng1neer1ng Funct1ons 
The respondent was asked to 1nd1cate hls or her degree 
of agreement or d1sagreement w1th the statement that 
technolog1sts are pr1mar1ly h1red to perform eng1neer1ng 
funct1ons. Figure 26 shows the distribution of responses to 
that statement. 
The distr1but1on has a mean value of 4.48, from a 
count, n, of 157, with a 95% degree of confidence that the 
true mean l1es between 4.23 and 4.72. summar1es of these 
data are contained 1n Table XXIII. 
W1th regard to the statement that technolog1sts were 
pr1mar1ly hired to perform eng1neering funct1ons, 54.1% of 
the respondents scored technolog1sts as f1ve or h1gher. At 
scores of four or higher, 73.9% of the respondents 1nd1cated 
that technolog1sts were h1red to perform eng1neer1ng 
funct1ons. 
The statement that technologists are h1red to perform 
eng1neer1ng funct1ons was essent1ally v1ewed by the 
respond1ng superv1sors and managers w1th acceptance. In 
th1s case the respond1ng superv1sors rated technolog1sts 
h1gh enough to be cons1dered as performing eng1neer1ng 
funct1on. 
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F1gure 26. D1stribution of Response Values 
Sect1on II Statement 1 -
Technolog1sts Are Pr1mar1ly 
H1red to Perform Eng1neer1ng 
Funct1ons. 
TABLE XXIII 
STATISTICS RELATING TO SECTION II VIEW 1; 
TECHNOLOGISTS ARE PRIMARILY HIRED TO 
PERFORM ENGINEERING FUNCTIONS 
True Mean: True Mean: 
Sample Lower Sample Upper 
S1ze L1m1t Mean L1m1t 
157 4.23 4.48 4.72 
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F1gure 27 summar1zes the percentages of respondents who 
awarded a score of f1ve or greater, and the percentage of 
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those who awarded a score of four or greater for each of the 
n1ne statements 1n Sect1on II. 
F1gure 28 collects and summar1zes the mean value of the 
responses to each of the statements 1n Sect1on II, as well 
as the 95% conf1dence 1nterval. 
A sal1ent feature apparent from a rev1ew of F1gures 27 
and 28 1s that superv1sors rated technolog1sts h1gher 1n the 
competency of appl1cat1on than 1n the two preced1ng 
competenc1es of knowledge and comprehens1on. Th1s 1s 1n 
congruence w1th the central purpose of technology educat1on 
as stated 1n the F1nal Report (Gr1nter & Defore, 1972, p. 
14) • 
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Figure 28. Confldence Intervals on the Means 
of the Responses 1n Sect1on II 
Other Data 
Sect1on III, the last sect1on of the 1nstrument, 
gathered 1nformat1on about the respondent. It also 
requested the respondent to g1ve a personal op1n1on 
regard1ng the differences between a technolog1st and an 
eng1neer. A synops1s of those remarks 1s 1ncluded in 
append1x E. 
Quest1ons a., b., c. and d. of Sect1on III addressed 
the background of the respondent. For conven1ence those 
quest1ons are reproduced below: 
a. Check 1f your have as degree 1n technology __ _ 
eng1neer1ng __ _ 
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b. If you possess a degree 1n a f1eld other than 
technology or eng1neer1ng, please 
1nd1cate: 
---------------------------
c. If you possess no degree, please 1nd1cate your 
f1eld of expert1se: ________________________ ___ 
d. Check 1f you d1rectly superv1se technolog1sts 
andjor eng1neers: ______ _ 
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Of the 157 total respondents, 125 1nd1cated that they 
superv1sed engineers and technolog1sts d1rectly. The 
rema1n1ng respondents e1ther d1d not 1nd1cate, or they 
1nd1cated that they were one or more work1ng levels removed 
from such personnel. Nevertheless, 80% of the respondents 
1nd1cated that they were 1n a direct superv1sory role. 
W1th regard to the background of the respondents, 94 
1nd1cated they possessed a degree 1n eng1neer1ng, four 
answered that they possessed a degree in technology. The 
rema1nder of those who responded to th1s segment possessed 
degrees from other d1sc1plines: mathemat1cs, computer 
sc1ence, physics, chem1stry and bus1ness. However, 
eng1neer1ng was the largest s1ngle d1sC1pl1ne represented 
among the respond1ng superv1sors. 
The average number of personnel report1ng to those 
respondents who d1rectly superv1sed was 14 eng1neers and 
four technolog1sts. For those who 1nd1cated that they d1d 
not d1rectly superv1se technolog1sts or eng1neers, ten 
1nd1cated they were one work1ng level removed. E1ght 
1nd1cated they were two work1ng levels removed, and two 
1nd1cated three work1ng levels removed. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The Instrument 
In order to determ1ne whether industr1al superv1sors 
d1fferentiate between technologists and eng1neers, an 
1nstrument was des1gned, rev1ewed by faculty and f1eld 
tested. The instrument conta1ned four segments. The first 
segment gathered 1nformat1on concern1ng (a) the geograph1c 
locat1on of the respondent, (b) the type of 1ndustry the 
respondent was assoc1ated w1th, (c) an est1mate of the 
relative populat1ons of technologists and eng1neers at the 
respondent's fac1l1ty and, (d) the types of JOb funct1ons 
assigned to technolog1sts and eng1neers at that fac1l1ty. 
The second part of the 1nstrument asked for the 
op1n1ons of 1ndustrial supervisors about the capab1l1ties of 
technolog1sts. Specif1cally, this segment conta1ned eight 
postulates, each beg1nn1ng "Technolog1sts can be used 1n": 
1. L1ne Eng1neer1ng 
2. Support Eng1neering 
3. Research and Development 
4. Manufactur1ng and Production 
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5. Market1ng and Sales 
6. Customer Serv1ce and Support 
7. Superv1s1on and Management 
8. F1eld Serv1ce 
A def1n1t1on of each of the above terms was 1ncluded 
w1th the s~rvey and 1s contained 1n append1x c. 
The th1rd segment of the 1nstrument was designed to 
gather superv1sor's assessments of technolog1st's cogn1tive 
competencies comparded w1th eng1neers. The competencies 
addressed were those def1ned by Bloom (1976): (a) knowledge, 
(b) comprehens1on, (c) appl1cat1on, (d) analys1s, (e) 
synthesis and (f) evaluation. Th1s segment also asked for 
the respondent's op1n1on concern1ng growth opportun1ty for 
technologists, the JOb orientation of technologists and the 
reason for h1r1ng technolog1sts. Both the second and third 
segments of the survey required the respondent to render a 
judgment that was scored on a seven-d1v1s1on L1kert scale. 
-----Agree---- ---Dtsagree---
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F1gure 29. Rat1ng scale Used 1n 
the Instrument 
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The last segment of the 1nstrument collected personal 
1nformat1on about the respondent. It asked for (a) the type 
of degree the respondent held, (b) the respondent's f1eld of 
expert1se, (c) the number of technolog1sts and eng1neers 
superv1sed and (d) comments about the d1fferences between 
technolog1sts and eng1neers. 
The Procedure 
The survey was conducted by randomly selecting the 
names and addresses of 1500 persons from an IEEE data base. 
These persons had 1dent1f1ed themselves as eng1neer1ng or 
sc1ent1fic supervisors who were currently employed as such. 
The select1on was made without regard to geographic 
locat1on. 
Each of the 1500 supervisors was ma1led a survey. From 
the or1ginal ma1ling, 85 usable surveys were harvested. 
F1rst follow-up was a post card sent to each addressee ten 
days after the 1n1t1al ma1ling. Approx1mately th1rty days 
later, follow-up by telephone began. Seventy-two add1t1onal 
surveys were gathered, y1elding an aggregate total of 157 
usable responses. Collect1on efforts were then term1nated 
due to schedule and budgetary l1mitat1ons. 
The Responses 
The responses revealed that 125, or 80% of the 
superv1sors, directly superv1sed engineers and 
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technolog1sts. The rema1n1ng 20% e1ther d1d not 1nd1cate, 
or they 1nd1cated that they were one or more "work1ng 
levels" removed from such personnel. Nlnety-four of the 157 
respondents 1nd1cated they possessed a degree 1n 
eng1neer1ng, four others answered that they possessed a 
degree 1n technology. The remainder possessed degrees from 
other d1scipl1nes: mathematics, computer sc1ence, phys1cs, 
chem1stry and business. The average number of personnel 
report1ng to those who 11d1rectly superv1sed" was 14 
eng1neers and four technolog1sts. 
Responses were completed from 29 states and from the 
Distr1ct of Columb1a. A complete list1ng of those states 1s 
contained 1n appendix A. F1fty-s1x d1fferent types of 
1ndustr1es were represented by the respondents, rang1ng from 
electr1c utility compan1es to compan1es involved w1th 
spacecraft. A roster of the represented 1ndustr1es 1s 
contained in appendix B. Fifty-one percent of those 
1ndustr1es employed greater than 100 technolog1sts and 
greater than 100 engineers. Many respondents also 1ncluded 
personal comments and op1n1ons. Those are 1ncluded in 
appendix E. 
Respondents reported that the companies or fac1l1t1es 
they were assoc1ated w1th utilized technolog1sts and 
eng1neers at d1ffer1ng rates. F1gure 30 graphs the current 
percentage of compan1es util1z1ng technolog1sts and 
eng1neers per funct1on. 
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Respondent's assessments of wh1ch JOb funct1ons 
technolog1sts can be used 1n, 1s shown 1n F1gure 31. The 
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graph 1nd1cates only those percentages of responses ~4 and 
~5. A score of four was value-neutral wh1le f1ve and above 
reg1stered agreement. 
As compared w1th eng1neers, respondents assessed the 
adequacy of technolog1sts for each of the six cogn1t1ve 
competenc1es. As before, respondents recorded the degree of 
agreement or d1sagreement with each statement. Figure 32 
records the percentage of the responses at both ~4 and ~5. 
After completing the assessment of competenc1es, the 
part1c1pant was asked to (a) appra1se growth opportunit1es 
for technolog1sts, (b) judge the applicat1ons or1entat1on of 
technologists comparded w1th eng1neers and (c) evaluate the 
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F1gure 32. Acceptance Percentage as a Funct1on 
of Response Value - Competenc1es 
pr1mary funct1on of technolog1sts at h1r1ng. F1gure 33 
shows the responses to those three statements. 
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The above pages summar1ze the 1nstrument, procedure and 
f1nd1ngs of the study. Deta1ls of those top1cs are found in 
Chapters III and IV. 
Conclus1ons 
Based on evaluat1on of the study f1nd1ngs the follow1ng 
conclus1ons are made: 
1. D1fferent1at1on ex1sts between technolog1sts and 
eng1neers as reflected by current 1ndustr1al util1zat1on 
patterns. 
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superv1sors report that although technolog1sts are used 
1n all JOb funct1ons, they are not ut1l1zed at the same 
rates as eng1neers. Technolog1st ut1l1zat1on rates range 
from 50% for research and development to 84% 1n f1eld 
serv1ce. Concurrently ut1l1zation rates for eng1neers range 
from a low of 66% 1n f1eld serv1ce to a h1gh of 98% 1n 
research and development. F1gure 34 shows the d1str1but1on 
of ut1l1zat1on rates for both technolog1sts and eng1neers. 
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Figure 34. Technologists and Engineers by 
Ass1gned Job Function 
Technolog1sts are ut1l1zed at a greater rate than 
eng1neers, only 1n field serv1ce and customer serv1ce; 1n 
the other def1ned funct1ons, eng1neers are ut1l1zed at 
higher rates. Present ut1l1zat1on rates seem to favor 
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eng1neers. Because of th1s ex1st1ng cond1t1on across a 
broad spectrum of both geograph1c and type of 1ndustry, 1t 
1s reasonable to conclude that ut1l1zat1on d1fferent1at1on 
does ex1st. 
2. There ex1sts d1fferent1at1on among the JOb 
ass1gnments that superv1sors bel1eve technolog1sts are 
capable of perform1ng. 
A rev1ew of the f1nd1ngs d1scloses a w1de var1ance. As 
ment1oned prev1ously, arnb1gu1ty 1n 1nterpretat1on 1s removed 
by l1m1t1ng the term "agreement" to only those scores of ;:::5, 
s1nce a score of 4 1s value-neutral. The graph 1n F1gure 35 
shows that 92% agree that technolog1sts can be used 1n 
support eng1neering, whereas 60% agree that technolog1sts 
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can be used 1n research and development. The rema1n1ng s1x 
JOb funct1ons have acceptance rates between these two 
l1m1ts. 
3. There ex1ts a d1spar1ty between current ut1l1zat1on 
patterns of technolog1sts and superv1sor's assessments of 
technolog1st's capab1l1t1es. 
Superv1sors bel1eve that technolog1sts are "capable" of 
be1ng used across the eng1neer1ng JOb spectrum 1n greater 
percentages than are presently ut1l1zed by 1ndustry. F1gure 
36 compares reported technolog1st ut1l1zat1on w1th rates of 
superv1sor's acceptance of technolog1st's capab1l1ty for 
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those same funct1ons. As before, the rate of acceptance 1s 
determ1ned by l1m1t1ng the cr1ter1a for acceptance to scores 
~5. 
The d1spar1ty between actual ut1l1zat1on rates and the rate 
at wh1ch superv1sors 1nd1cate that ut1l1zat1on can occur has 
gaps rang1ng between 10% and 27%. W1th the sole except1on 
of f1eld serv1ce, present 1ndustr1al ut1l1zat1on of 
technolog1sts lags the rate at wh1ch superv1sors report that 
those technolog1sts can be ut1lized. Perhaps th1s cond1tion 
is due to past h1r1ng pract1ces, and that these gaps w1ll 
narrow as preva111ng superv1sor op1nion diffuses throughout 
1ndustry. S1nce the study does not address th1s 1ssue, 1t 
is ment1oned only as speculation. 
4. D1fferent1at1on ex1sts as reflected by assessments 
of the cogn1tive competenc1es of technolog1sts relat1ve to 
those of eng1neers. 
A score of 7, 1nd1cat1ng strong agreement with the 
cogn1tive statements, correlates to judging technolog1sts as 
adequate as engineers. Scores of 5 or 6 also 1nd1cates 
adequacy, but to a lesser degree. Since value-neutral, 4, 
is not a re]ect1on of the statement 1t 1s also 1nterpreted 
as adequate. 
A graph of the percentages of respondents who ass1gned 
scores of ~4 and ~5 to statements comparing the cogn1t1ve 
competenc1es of technolog1sts to those of eng1neers 1s shown 
1n F1gure 37. In the def1nitive case of scores ~5, the 
-- -- -------
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ma]or1ty of respondents agree that technolog1sts possess a 
degree of adequacy w1th respect to eng1neers. A f1nd1ng of 
adequacy, albe1t at a marg1nal level, 1s re1nforced when the 
mean of those responses 1s cons1dered as seen 1n F1gure 38. 
Seventy percent of supervisors agree that technolog1sts 
are adequate 1n the competency of appl1cat1on. Adequacy 1s 
also reflected 1n computat1on of the mean of all responses 
for cogn1t1ve competenc1es. Recogn1z1ng that all the 
competenc1es l,ie between 4 and 5, with an average of the 
collective mean at 4.41, the conclus1on that technolog1sts 
possess competenc1es to a lesser degree than eng1neers is 
supported. 
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5. The cogn1t1ve competenc1es of knowledge and 
comprehens1on are not suff1c1ently developed in 
technologists. 
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Accordlng to Bloom (1956), the cogn1t1ve competenc1es 
form a measurable h1erarchy of 1ncreas1ng complex1ty. 
Therefore, it 1s cons1dered unusual that technolog1st's 
competency of appl1cat1on 1s judged h1gher than those of the 
more bas1c competenc1es of knowledge and comprehens1on. 
Aga1n, F1gure 38 shows the respect1ve mean for both 
knowledge and comprehens1on 1s below that of appl1cat1on. 
That fact supports a conclusion that the competenc1es of 
knowledge and comprehens1on need strengthen1ng to ensure 
that understanding forms the foundat1on for the 1ntell1gent 
appl1cat1on of eng1neer1ng processes. 
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6. There 1s a d1spar1ty between supervisory acceptance 
of technolog1sts for spec1f1c JOb funct1ons and assessments 
of the1r cogn1t1ve competenc1es. 
As stated prev1ously, the average of the means ass1gned 
to technolog1st's cogn1t1ve competenc1es 1s 4.41, a 
stat1st1cally neutral value. Yet, between the l1m1ts of 60% 
and 92% of respondents assign a score of ~5 to assertions 
that technolog1sts can be used 1n research and development 
and customer serv1ce funct1ons. The fact that a maJorlty of 
supervisors agree that technologists can be used 1n any JOb 
function, wh1le assess1ng competenc1es that l1e 1n the 
value-neutral range does not appear cons1stent. The 
d1spar1ty between superv1sory acceptance for var1ous JOb 
funct1ons and cognit1ve competency 1s unexpla1ned from the 
data. 
7. There 1s a d1spar1ty between superv1sory acceptance 
rates for complex JOb funct1ons and the bel1ef that 
technolog1sts are l1m1ted 1n growth opportun1t1es. 
S1xty-s1x percent of respondents agree that 
-
technologists can be used 1n superv1s1on or management. 
Another 60% also agree that technolog1sts can be used 1n 
research and development. Yet 60% bel1eve that 
technolog1sts are lim1ted 1n growth opportun1t1es. Such a 
bel1ef, and the op1n1on that technolog1sts can be used 1n 
pos1t1ons of higher responsib1l1ty seem mutually exclus1ve. 
Th1s d1spar1ty 1s unexpla1ned from the data. 
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8. There 1s a correlat1on between the 1ntended purpose 
of the technology curr1culum and the recogn1t1on that 
technolog1sts are appl1cation-or1ented. 
From F1gures 34 and 35 1t 1s apparent that respondents 
rank technologists h1gher in the competency of appl1cat1on 
than 1n the others. Also, when asked to respond to the 
statement, "Technologists are more appl1cat1ons or1ented 
than eng1neers 11 , part1c1pants agreed. The mean score for 
the prev1ous statement was 5.1, and 66% ass1gned a value of 
~5. 
As d1scussed 1n Chapters I and II, a pr1mary mot1ve for 
establishing a separate technology curriculum was to 
preserve and emphas1ze the appl1cat1on aspect of the 
eng1neering enterpr1se. The fact that respondents score 70% 
for technologist's appl1cat1on competency, and also JUdge 
them application-orlented, shows congruence between the 
1ntended purpose of the curr1culum and the success of the 
program's intent. 
9. For a technolog1st to be capable of perform1ng 1n 
any of the e1ght JOb functions 1dent1fied 1n the study, a 
level of cogn1t1ve competency congruent to that 1n engineers 
is not necessary. 
Industr1al superv1sors agree that technolog1sts can be 
used 1n every job category 1dent1fied 1n the survey. 
Although they d1fferent1ate, 1n that 92% accept 
technologists for customer serv1ce wh1le 60% accept 
technolog1sts for research and development, 1n all cases a 
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maJor1ty accept technolog1sts 1n all funct1ons. Only 51% 
and 56% of superv1sors agree that technolog1sts are adequate 
in the respect1ve competenc1es of knowledge and 
comprehens1on. In fact, the only competency wh1ch exceeds 
60% agreement of adequacy is that of applicat1on, wh1ch 1s 
JUst over 70%. Also, as prev1ously mentioned, the average 
of the means for all competenc1es 1s 4.41. Apparently, 
levels of adequacy congruent to those in eng1neers 1s not 
necessary for a maJor1ty of superv1sors to agree that 
technolog1sts are capable of being used in any JOb funct1on. 
Recommendat1ons 
Based upon the d1scuss1ons and conclus1ons conta1ned 
herein, the follow1ng act1ons are recommended: 
a. that educators rev1se the technology curriculum to 
further focus on, and to strengthen the 
development of the cogn1t1ve competenc1es of 
knowledge and comprehens1on as def1ned by Bloom. 
b. that sim1lar stud1es be conducted 1n the other 
f1elds of eng1neer1ng technology, such as 
mechan1cal, chem1cal, c1vil and 1ndustr1al. 
c. that a mechanism be developed to educate 
eng1neer1ng superv1sors about technolog1st's 
capabil1t1es, and the1r pos1t1on w1thin the 
eng1neer1ng spectrum. 
d. that a study be undertaken to 1dent1fy the 
mechan1sm caus1ng the d1sparity between 
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superv1sory acceptance level of technolog1sts and 
the percept1on that technolog1sts have l1m1ted 
growth opportun1t1es. 
e. that a study be conducted of electr1cal eng1neers 
to map the1r various cogn1t1ve competency scores 
as ident1f1ed by industr1al superv1sors. 
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STATES FROM WHICH RESPONSES WERE 
First Mail 
Survey 
Arkansas 
Cal1forn1a 
Colorado 
Illino1s 
Ind1ana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
M1chigan 
Minnesota 
MlSSlSSlppl 
New Hampsh1re 
New Mex1co 
New York 
Oh10 
Oklahoma 
Pennsylvan1a 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Washington 
W1scons1n 
RECEIVED - All SURVEYS 
Second Mail 
Survey 
Alabama 
California 
Colorado 
Florida 
Georg1a 
Illinois 
Kansas 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
M1chigan 
Minnesota 
M1ssouri 
Nebraska 
New Hampsh,lre 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North carol1na 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
DC 
Texas 
V1rginia 
wash1ngton DC 
Wash1ngton 
Telephone Survey 
Alabama 
Californ1a 
Colorado 
Connect1cut 
Delaware 
Flor1da 
Iowa 
Illino1s 
Massachusetts 
Maryland 
M1ch1gan 
Minnesota 
M1ssouri 
Nebraska 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mex1co 
New York 
Oh10 
Oklahoma 
Pennsylvan1a 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Wash1ngton DC 
Washington 
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INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATED 
WITH RESPONDENTS 
Acqu1s1t1on Systems 
Aerospace 
A1rcraft Industry 
ASICs 
Av1on1cs 
CAE Systems 
CATV Networks 
Chem1cal Industry 
Commun1cat1ons 
Computer Des1gn 
Computer Integration 
Computer Services 
Computer Systems 
Construction 
Consulting 
C1rcuit Card Manufacturing 
Data communicat1ons 
Data Systems 
Defense Electron1cs 
Defense Industry 
Electric Ut1l1t1es 
Electronic Des1gn 
Electronics Des1gn 
F1rmware Design 
Government 
Higher Education 
Imaging 
Information Services 
Local Area Networks 
Magnetic Mater1als 
Manufactur1ng 
Measurement Products 
Medical Electronics 
Medical Suppl1es 
M1croelectron1cs 
Nat1onal Laboratory 
Network Systems 
Nuclear Power 
011 F1eld Services 
PBX Equipment 
Peripherals - Printers 
Petroleum 
Research and Development 
Satellites 
Sem1conductors 
Software 
Space 
switch1ng Systems 
Systems Engineer1ng 
Technical Consult1ng 
Techn1cal Services 
Telecommunicat1ons 
Test Equ1pment 
Transducers 
Vo1ce Mall 
Workstations 
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GLOSSARY 
Eng1neer person possess1ng a Bachelor of 
Science in Electrical Eng1neer1ng 
(BSEE) or equ1valent. 
Technolog1st person possess1ng a Bachelor of 
Sc1ence 1n Electrical Eng1neer1ng 
Technology (BSET, BSEET) or 
equivalent. 
Customer Service/Support: after-sales techn1cal support 
(1nclud1ng tra1ning) rendered to a 
customer 1n the use or appl1cation 
of company des1gns, products, 
processes, or services. 
F1eld Serv1ce: those technical act1vities 
associated with the installat1on 
or maintenance of company des1gns, 
products, processes, or services. 
L1ne Eng1neer1ng: eng1neering effort d1rectly 
1nvolved in crafting or refining 
those des1gns, products, 
processes, or serv1ces wh1ch are 
the pr1mary "line" of the company. 
Uses establ1shed technology or 
methods. 
ManufacturingjProductlon: those eng1neering act1v1ties 
requ1red to perform andjor support 
the companies' manufactur1ng or 
product1on activ1ties. 
Market1ngjSales: activ1t1es assoc1ated with 
marketing the compan1es' designs, 
products, processes or serv1ces. 
Research & Development: those engineering activ1t1es 
d1rected towards creat1ng or 
developing new or 1mproved 
designs, products, processes, or 
serv1ces through the use of new 
technology or methods. 
Superv1sionjManagement: first level supervis1on andjor 
management of company technlcal 
and/or other activ1t1es. 
Support Eng1neer1ng: 
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those techn1cal act1v1ties whose 
ch1ef purpose is to support L1ne 
Eng1neering w1th ass1stance andjor 
serv1ces. Includes funct1ons such 
as Qual1ty, Rel1ab1l1ty, 
Mainta1nab1lity, Standards, 
Test1ng, etc. 
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
A NAIIONWIDI<: J~no.JECI 
JNVOJ VJNlo 
rNGINEERING AND SUENllrtC l:)lJI'LRVISORc; 
10 
IIJENTirY TASK ASSIONMrN I c; 
J\NI> 10 
A <;<;J:Sc; COMI'F I rN< trc; 
OJ 
Be; n FCI RICAL ENGINEERING II UINOI OCil'; I c; 
"c; (_OMrJ\nrt> 10 
ELEctRICAL ENOINE[Rc; 
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Oteck 1f) onl11\e 1 degree 111 technology 0 cngmeeung 0 
h !f)OU po~<e<s a degree m 1 field other th,n technology or cngmeenng ple"e md1c1te __ -~~ 
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The follow1ng are copies of the comments included in 
Sect1on III, question g., asking the respondent to prov1de 
their personal concept of the differences between 
technolog1sts and engineers. Not all respondents chose to 
do so. Nevertheless, all comments that were made are herein 
1ncluded. 
Question g., Section III: Please Give Us YOUR Concept 
Of The Difference(S) Between A Technologist And An 
Eng1neer: 
"Almost all technic1ans are focused on the bottom l1ne 
- Produce someth1ng that works - now: Not all engineers are 
that focused. Too many eng1neers tend to go off on 
theoretlcaljintellectual tangents wh1ch, for most of them, 
1s not their pr1mary job." 
"In my limited exper1ence, 1t seems to depend on the 
t1me they could spend on formal educat1on and their des1re 
to excel at one thing. Many of the Technolog1sts on whom I 
rely determ1ned their goals after several years of career 
jump1ng after college. The true engineers seemed to have 
picked a goal prior to or very early in college. This end 
result 1s still based on the amount of job effort and the 
bas1c intelligence of the indiv1dual. But a strong 
educational base is required for a successful career." 
"I view technologists as engineers who have absorbed 
techniques and moved to broader and visionary tasks." 
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"In a former posit1on at another company, I supervised 
both new graduate engineers and technologists. We were 
doing software R&D. In general, the engineers performed 
better at 1nterdisciplinary (software, hardware, and 
mechanical) design and analysis projects. They had a 
not1ceable advantage in communication theory, calculus, and 
physics. However, after the initial 2 years of training and 
experience, the technologists and engineers were 
comparable." 
"Technologists seem to possess a practical 'hands on' 
knowledge whereas engineers are more theoretical and more 
capable of mathematical analysis." 
"My feeling is that engineering is more involved with 
des1gn work or verification, of fundamental concepts. The 
technologist responsibilities are more in the area of 
implementation." 
"The best ET is as good as any engineer. In fact, the 
President of our company is a technologist (ET). Below 
'best,' the curve drops rapidly. Generally from C+ and 
below, they are more suited for support, CAD work, and 
similar." 
"Technologists are primar1ly line workers with limited 
mathematical and scient1fic background. In my experience 
they do not have the background or 1nclination to perform 
creative engineering work. I would strongly recommend 
against any student's taking a four-year technolog1st 
degree." 
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"I think technologists focus more on working directly 
with current and projected future technology, whereas 
engineers do more 'what if' studies." 
"While I think the real difference is more one of 
circumstance in early career choices, I know that many 
people assume that technologists are merely "doers" rather 
than 'thinkers' (i.e., engineers)." 
"The technologists has gone after the application 
oriented, almost vocationaljmanufactur1ng pursu1t, whereas 
the engineer has chosen the more academically demanding path 
and has persevered." 
"Technology changes; and right now it is changing very 
quickly. What does the technology graduate do 10, 15, 20, 
25 years down the road. I am faced with this problem of 
having to manage people who have worked hard all their lives 
but have not kept up their skills." 
"In the right indiv1dual, the degree is less 
sign1ficant than his/her interest and drive. In my 
experience, engineers who do well in the1r degree courses 
tend to be better equipped to work in design and development 
than technologists. overall, I prefer the discipline of an 
engineer." 
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"Technologists are more oriented towards analysis than 
engineers. However, engineers are better to understand the 
system if the process on equipment is very complex. The 
analyt1cal background of the technologist should be coupled 
with the real world complex system analysis and solutions. 
Businesses need to work with more information and ambiguity. 
The skill of complexity analysis and abstraction technique 
will be fundamental for success. A strong analytical 
background will definitely help to influence the products 
and processes." 
"I have met two technologists in my current ass1gnment. 
One has enormous potential for leadership, theoretical R&D, 
and application. The other I would never have hired into 
the company. But that is the range also encountered for 
engineers. It makes this questionnaire difficult due to 
lack of knowledge of a technologist's expected capabilities 
and a lack of breadth of experience with them." 
"This seems to be chiefly a distinction in depth of 
teaching at a technical level. Degree type or depth has 
little bearing on job growth or areas of responsibility in 
our company. Individual factors are much more important. 
All degree tracks must emphasize flexibility and continued 
educational responsibilities." 
"Engineers synthesize/design products/systems. 
Technologists perform support functions. Both should work 
as a team performing complementary functions." 
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"A technology degree should be supplemented with 
additional mathematics and engineer1ng education. To be 
successful, the technologist should have theoretical 
background beyond that normally taught in ECT. Eng1neering 
students often lack practical know-how needed to be 
effective in industry. Neither EE nor ECT degrees will 
guarantee success. The 1ndividual must be a top proactive 
student and fill in gaps not provided by a particular 
program. ECTs should go on to pursue a MS degree in 
Engineering." 
"A technologist does not have the full complement of 
knowledge, understandi~g, and experience required of an 
electrical engineer." 
"Technologists are primarily oriented towards the more 
practical aspects of engineering. Engineers are typically 
more oriented toward des1gn and analysis." 
"A technologist is equivalent to a "super tech" 
technician, whereas an engineer is primarily tasked with 
design of circuits and systems as well as support and 
approval of Engineering Change Orders for existing products. 
The technologist is pr1marily involved with the practical 
testing and lab check-out of such ECOs. Technologists are 
generally suited for field service, customer service, and 
manufacturing engineering." 
"The difference between a technologist and an engineer 
is the degree of familiarity and depth of knowledge in 
field." 
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"A technologist accomplishes methods and procedures 
developed by eng1neers 1n the design, development, test1ng, 
productions, operat1ons, and ret1rement of a system. Th1s 
implies the ability to apply scientific and eng1neering 
informat1on to produce the technical results that are 
desired. When the technologist understands the underlying 
scientific and engineering theory, hejshe becomes an 
engineer." 
"I have always considered an engineering technologist 
to be an individual with an associate's 2-year degree. In 
the absence of possessing better knowledge, I would put the 
technologist on the back burner when it comes to hiring." 
"A technologist is someone trained to do a spec1fic job 
who often becomes an expert in the details of a particular 
area, but he may be 1gnorant of the big picture, whereas the 
engineer is someone who able to design and create, come up 
with new ideas, be aware of performance and possible 
opt1ons. An engineer is much more aware of what 1s out 
there when making decis1ons. Technologists often eventually 
get M.S. degrees and become 'engineers.'" 
"The technolog1st generally has a broader area of 
courses at the BS level, several less EE courses but more 
courses across the board. The engineer generally has more 
specif1c EE courses than the technolog1st so knows more in 
depth, but he has less course work in broader subJect 
areas." 
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"The engineer has completed all courses developed for 
the engineering profession; and upon graduation and 
certification, he or she 1s a qualif1ed engineer. 
Technolog1sts are trained in less depth in engineer1ng, 
mathematics, and science so would not independently do 
senior engineering projects except under professional 
engineers' supervision. (My understanding of their train1ng 
may be incorrect)." 
"'How to' are technologists; " 
'why' are engineers." 
"Technologists are missing basic fundamentals. There 
is a great deal of inconsistency among different 
technologists, whereas engineers all have the same basic 
knowledge." 
"At this particular company, we have good 
technologists, some are better than engineers." 
"This company h1res mostly employees with higher 
degrees and with five or more years of experience. My 
concept is that eng1neers are more theoretical oriented, 
whereas technolog1sts are more application or1ented. Both 
apply to our work in this company." 
"Engineers are primarily involved in conceptual 
development, solutions, development and implementat1on of 
extensive computer simulations to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the concepts. They normally pursue PhDs to complement 
and enhance their analytical capabilities. Technologists 
serve as the system implemented and project eng1neered for 
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flight and appl1cat1on program. They can enhance the1r 
career opportunit1es by obtaining a M.S. 1n an eng1neer1ng 
discipline." 
"Technologists have a 2-year degree with hands-on 
experience and do not want to be burdened with the day-to-
day administrative funct1ons of the engineer. The engineer 
has a 4-year degree with little hands-on experience." 
"The one technolog1st I supervised was a Kansas State 
University 1985 graduate. His position was systems 
engineer, performing tests and evaluations on Navy weapons 
systems. He seemed somewhat lacking in basic knowledge, but 
our engineers also lacked specific preparation in computer 
and software systems engineering. The technologist lacked 
confidence 1n proceeding with innovative tasks. He 
1ndicated that he sees now that he should have earned an 
eng1neering degree." 
"Engineers build technologies. Technologists 
understand what technology can do for a business." 
"The technolog1st is oriented to "hands-on" tasks -
debugging, de-bottlenecking, verificat1on of tests, 
manufacturing, etc. Eng1neers are lacking in advanced 
calculus and statistics, physics, chemistry, etc." 
"Technologists are underrated and are often g1ven jobs 
that engineers don't have time to complete. They get less 
pay for doing the same job as the engineer." 
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"A technologist can apply himself or herself to more 
access than engineers are trained for and a technologist 1s 
more practical." 
"My experience with technologists shows they are 
typ1cally hard-working, results-oriented folks. I do 
believe, however, that they have a limited range of 
capabilities, making them less suitable for R&D as well as 
management of such, activities. I have not met a 
technologist who has not regretted pursuing an Electrical 
-- , 
Engineering degree instead!!" 
"Technologists are thought of as possessing a 2-year 
degree. They implement technical tasks and are narrow and 
limited in career growth except to engineering. Engineers 
are thought of as a 4-year degree person. They plan, 
design, and implement technical tasks. They are broad and 
have expanded career growth." 
"Differences strongly depend on the individual. 
Initial training is but one factor in future success. We 
rarely hire technologists at MTS but will promote based on 
performance. Generally, technolog1sts are broader in scope 
and are more versatile but less capable of detailed design 
and evaluation tasks. Aptitude and desire are controlling 
factors. We tend to view technologists as 'general 
engineers' with somewhat lower capability to do highly 
technical work." 
"I would consider a technologist as an up-dated 
apprentice/journeyman grade, somewhat better educated than 
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previous entry level 2-year personnel (generally assigned in 
the past to draftsman functl.ons)." 
"In my exper1.ence, technologists work best at well-
defl.ned production type tasks where detailed analysis and 
var1.ed background are not required." 
"For non-research related work, technologists are 
hired, whenever possible, to save on salary since they seem 
to be able to perform at the same level as engineers in th1.s 
area." 
"A technologist performs a very important support role 
in technological development. With the increasing emphasis 
on engineering productivity, the technologist is becoming 
more important. Engineers must be utilized more efficiently 
in the technological development phases while technologists 
are critical to moving technology to market and after market 
support. Most high tech companies are slow to recogn1.ze the 
importance of technologists, however." 
"Engineers create, design, implement; technologists 
implement, debug manufacturing processes, maintain, and 
service. Engineers possess the ideas and begin the 
projects; technologists implement, phase out, and end the 
projects." 
"Technologists have a poor reputat1.on compared to 
engineers. I find no difference--many technologists do 
better work than the eng1.neers. Engineers th1.nk of 
solutions and evaluate results. Technologists perform under 
directions of an engineer." 
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"Technologists are primarily used to support 
engineering; but after years of practical exper1ence, they 
can function as an engineer." 
"Most technolog1sts are associates, typically younger 
and less mature than new engineers. Over time, this 
distinction disappears. Many technologists return to school 
and obtain engineering degrees. Some are primarily 
interested in teaching technology at var1ous levels, 
including h1gh school. I professionally regard experienced 
technologists and engineers as roughly equal--but the lack 
of an advanced degree will normally be a hiring 
discriminator at most companies."' 
"A technologist is an associate engineer. At our 
company, we equate a 4-year degree 1n ECT with a 2-year 
associate in EE." 
"Technologists generally have less theoretical base. 
They have more "hands on" training and approach. They 
frequently have less training outside their specialty." 
"It is extremely difficult to hire a technologist 
(having to clear OPM register and not being able to offer 
any incentive pay) compared with electrical engineers (for 
which this company has direct authority) at the entry level. 
We hire mostly engineers, computer engineers, and computer 
scientists at entry level. Technologists come to us at 
journeyman level--at which time relevance of work experience 
counts more heavily than bachelor's curriculum in hiring 
decisions. The government contracts for much of its line 
engineer1ng and R&D, so that government engineers and 
technolog1sts do mostly system engineer1ng (which is not 
well covered in most curricula) rather than EE, CE??, or 
CS." 
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"We don't different1at~ between the technologist and 
the engineer. We do mostly software. The tasks associated 
with design and production are the most difficult -
planning, etc. Their ability to do these is more important. 
The actual design and construction is easy compared to all 
the other functions." 
"I assume that a technologist would learn,more about 
"what," some about "how," and less about "why," compared to 
an engineer. Over time, an engineer wduld tend toward a 
narrower specialty in great depth, while a technologist 
would be less specialized." 
"Technologists have conceptual understanding of 
engineering discipline, i.e., they possess knowledge to 
converse on engineering topics and have an aptitude for 
learning engineering in more depth through on-the-job 
training. I view a technologist as a perfect fit for sales 
support or systems engineering support to sales personnel." 
"The quality of an employee's work (engineer or 
technologist) is primarily the employee's work habits - not 
their education." 
"A technologist is a person who could not finish an 
engineering program. This may be due to barriers to entry, 
financ1al, or program difficulty. While they are usually 
good performers, they often are not great performers and 
they carry a LABEL for l1fe. 11 
"A technolog1st has a much broader view of the 
technology, industry, marketing and strategic directions, 
with limited depth of the technology in comparison to the 
engineer." 
"A technolog1st depends more on exper1ence and 
knowledge in a particular field; an engineer has a much 
broader base of fundamental principles and theoret1cal 
considerations which he can draw upon in his job." 
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SURVEY DATA 
Column Head1ngs & Meaning: 
sta: 
Product: 
T: 
E: 
I 1 I : 
I 2 I : 
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I 6 I : 
'7': 
I 8 I : 
Ia: 
Ib: 
Ic: 
Id: 
Ie: 
If: 
State 
Pr1nc1ple product of respondent's company 
Technolog1st populat1on category of company 
Eng1neer populat1on category of company 
Technologists, Engineers, or both are assigned 
by respondent's company to: 
Customer Service/Support 
Marketing/Sales 
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Research & Development 
Line Eng1neer1ng 
superv1sionjManagement 
ManufacturingjProduct1on 
Support Eng1neer1ng 
Respondent's 1ndication of where "Technologists 
can be used 1n": 
Line Eng1neering 
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Research & Development 
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Ig: 
IIa: 
IIb: 
IIc: 
IId: 
IIe: 
!If: 
IIg: 
IIh: 
IIi: 
Degree: 
Suprvse? 
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Levels? 
Field Serv1ce 
Response to phrase beginn1ng "Technolog1sts 
possess adequate": 
Knowledge 
Comprehension 
ability to Apply 
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ability to Evaluate 
Generalized portion of Section II: 
Technologists are limited 
Technologists are application oriented 
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